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“Marketing is becoming a battle bases more on information than on sales power.”
Philip Kotler

Resumen
El problema fundamental del ecosistema de publicidad online es su falta de trans-
parencia, evitando que los usuarios y los anunciantes comprendan adecuadamente su
funcionamiento. Esta falta de transparencia puede poner en peligro el crecimiento
sostenible de este mercado tan rentable. La comunidad investigadora ha comprendido
este problema y recientemente ha comenzado a desarrollar metodolog´ıas y herramientas
para dar a conocer los aspectos ma´s relevantes de la publicidad online. Los resultados
de esta tesis tienen como objetivo contribuir a este esfuerzo colectivo.
En esta tesis se definen dos tipos diferentes de publicidad dentro del contexto de la
publicidad online: la publicidad individual y la publicidad colectiva.
(i) En el contexto de esta tesis, hemos definido la publicidad individual como la publi-
cidad que se dirige directamente a un usuario con unas caracter´ısticas concretas. Las
personas navegan a trave´s de millones y millones de sitios web que conforman Internet.
Cada uno de nuestros pasos en Internet, deja una huella u´nica que nos define como un
individuo u´nico (por ejemplo, nuestro pa´ıs, sexo, edad, intereses, gustos, etc.) y que
puede ser potencialmente utilizada por el ecosistema de publicidad.
(ii) Por otro lado, la publicidad colectiva se refiere a un grupo de usuarios con carac-
ter´ısticas comunes. Por ejemplo, una misma zona geogra´fica (regio´n, ciudad, pa´ıs, etc.)
o en el mismo rango de edad. Debido a la naturaleza de este tipo de publicidad, el es-
tudio se ha llevado a cabo en una red social concreta, Twitter, y espec´ıficamente, hemos
analizado la funcionalidad conocida como Trending Topics, al ser una herramienta va´lida
para ser utilizada en los contextos de marketing y publicidad.
En esta tesis se presentan dos metodolog´ıas independientes relacionadas con los tipos
de publicidad definidas anteriormente. Estas metodolog´ıas permitira´n dar a conocer
aspectos fundamentales de las pra´cticas utilizadas en el ecosistema de publicidad.
Uno de los problemas clave de la publicidad individual es la privacidad. Como inter-
nautas, los sitios que visitamos, los clics que hacemos o los correos electro´nicos que
enviamos, nos definen a la perfeccio´n de cara al ecosistema de publicidad. Por tanto,
esta gran cantidad de informacio´n hace posible, no solo campan˜as personalizadas para
cada usuario, si no que tambie´n incluye un gran riesgo para nuestra privacidad y el uso
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de nuestros datos personales. Por tanto, la primera contribucio´n de esta tesis es definir
una metodolog´ıa para analizar el uso actual del Online Behavioural Advertising (OBA)
que ha incrementado su importancia como me´todo para aumentar la eficacia de la publi-
cidad online, pero que tambie´n tiene un impacto negativo sobre la privacidad del usuario.
OBA funciona mediante la asociacio´n de tags o etiquetas a los usuarios en funcio´n de su
actividad online para luego usar estas etiquetas para realizar campan˜as dirigidas a ellos.
El aumento de esta te´cnica se ha visto acompan˜ado por una mayor preocupacio´n sobre
la privacidad de los usuarios por parte de los investigadores, los reguladores y la prensa.
Esta tesis presenta una nueva metodolog´ıa para medir y comprender OBA en el mercado
de la publicidad online. Esta metodolog´ıa se basa en la creacio´n de personas artificiales
con intereses y gustos distintos como “la cocina”, “cine”, “deportes de motor”, etc. A
su vez, hemos desarrollado un sistema de medicio´n automa´tico, escalable que permite
realizar pruebas con mu´ltiples configuraciones. Como resultado cabe mencionar que
hemos observado que OBA es una pra´ctica frecuente y que los intereses mejor valorados
por los anunciantes son utilizados con mayor intensidad en las campan˜as dirigidas.
Por otro lado, en el contexto de la publicidad colectiva, faltan metodolog´ıas que permi-
tan cuantificar la eficacia de las actuales herramientas publicitarias colectivas y tambie´n
realizar estudios comparativos con la eficiencia de los canales de publicidad colectiva
tradicionales (anuncios en televisio´n, radio, perio´dicos...). En esta tesis se aborda este
problema y se propone una metodolog´ıa para caracterizar la visibilidad de los Trending
Topics en varios pa´ıses y ciudades mediante el uso de me´tricas basadas en el tiempo de
exposicio´n de los Trending Topics y la penetracio´n de Twitter en esas zonas geogra´ficas.
Adema´s, comparamos en varios pa´ıses la visibilidad que proporcionan los Trending To-
pics y los canales de publicidad tradicionales (por ejemplo, los anuncios en perio´dicos
o en la radio). Este estudio confirma que los Trending Topics ofrecen una visibilidad
comparable a los canales de publicidad tradicionales en los pa´ıses en los que hemos reali-
zado el estudio comparativo. Adema´s, la publicidad colectiva, debido a su naturaleza,
permite que la informacio´n se difunda fa´cilmente entre los diferentes usuarios de una red
social a trave´s de los comentarios. Esta caracter´ıstica convierte la publicidad colectiva
en una pieza de informacio´n con un tratamiento diferente a la publicidad individual y,
por lo tanto, se requiere un estudio adicional de la propagacio´n de esta informacio´n. Con
este fin, se ha realizado un estudio sobre los patrones existentes entre pa´ıses siguiendo
un modelo l´ıder-seguidor sobre un conjunto de datos de miles de Trending Topics en
decenas de pa´ıses y cientos de ciudades.
Las conclusiones extra´ıdas de esta tesis han permitido una mejor comprensio´n de la
utilizacio´n de la publicidad online en la web, proporcionando una mayor transparen-
cia al ecosistema de publicidad y cuantificando el impacto de las nuevas herramientas
publicitarias colectivas.
Abstract
The fundamental problem of the online advertising ecosystem is its lack of transparency,
which avoid people or advertisers to properly understand its functionality. This lack of
transparency may jeopardize the sustainable growth of this profitable market. The
research community has understood this message and has recently started to develop
methodologies and tools to unveil relevant aspects of online advertising. The results of
this thesis aim to contribute to this collective effort.
We define two different types of advertising, individual advertising and collective ad-
vertising, both present in the context of online advertising.
(i) In the context of this thesis, we define individual advertising as the advertising that
is targeted directly to a single user. People, as Internet users, browse over the millions
and millions of websites that make up the Internet. Each of their single steps, leaves
a unique footprint that defines us as a single online individual (e.g. country, sex, age,
interests, tastes, etc.) who can be potentially targeted by the advertising ecosystem.
(ii) Collective advertising refers to a group of users with common characteristics. For
example, same geographical area (i.e. region, city, country, etc.) or same age range. Due
to the nature of this type of advertising, the study has been conducted in an Online Social
Network (OSN), Twitter, and specifically we have analyzed the functionality known as
Trending Topics due to being a powerful tool used in marketing and advertising contexts.
This thesis presents two independent methodologies in these types of advertising, which
help to unveil fundamental aspects of the practices in the advertising ecosystem.
One of the key problems of individual advertising is privacy. As Internet users, the sites
we visite, the clicks we do or the emails we send, define us perfectly facing the advertising
ecosystem. This wealth of information allows customized campaigns for each user but
also includes a huge risk to our privacy and the use of our personal data. Then, the first
contribution of this thesis is to define a methodology to analyze the current use of Online
Behavioural targeted Advertising (OBA) that has risen in prominence as a method to
increase the effectiveness of online advertising but also has a negative impact on user
privacy. OBA operates by associating tags or labels to users based on their online
activity and then using these labels to target them. This rise has been accompanied
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by privacy concerns from researchers, regulators and the press. This thesis presents
a novel methodology for measuring and understanding OBA in the online advertising
market. We rely on training artificial online personas representing behavioural traits
like “cooking”, “movies”, “motor sports”, etc. and build a measurement system that is
automated, scalable and supports testing of multiple configurations. We observe that
OBA is a frequent practice and notice that categories valued more by advertisers are
more intensely targeted.
In the context of collective advertising, there exists a lack of methodologies to quantify
the efficiency of online collective advertising tools and comparing it with the efficiency of
traditional collective advertising channels (e.g., ads in TV, radio, newspapers). In this
thesis we address this problem and propose the first methodology to characterize the
visibility of Trending Topics in several countries and cities by using metrics that rely on
the exposure time of Trending Topics and the penetration of Twitter, we compare the
visibility provided by Trending Topics and traditional advertisement channels such as
newspapers’ ads or radio-stations’ commercials for several countries. The study confirms
that Trending Topics offer a comparable visibility to the aforementioned traditional
advertisement channels in those countries where we have conducted our comparison
study. Also, collective advertising, given its nature, allows the information to be spread
among different users of the social network via comments or shares. This feature converts
the collective advertising in a piece of information with a different treatment comparing
to the individual advertising and, therefore, it also requires a study of this spread of
information. To this end, we have conducted a study on existing patterns across countries
following a leader-follower model over a dataset of thousands of Trending Topics from
dozens of countries and hundreds of cities.
The conclusions drawn from this thesis have allowed a better understanding of the use of
online advertising on the web, providing more transparency to the advertising ecosystem
and quantifying the impact of new collective advertising tools.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Advertising has been around since there exists a need to communicate the existence of
products for marketing. One of the most common forms of advertising has been the oral
expression but thanks to advances like the printing press by Gutenberg, the industrial
revolution, the radio or the television; advertising has been constantly evolving to this
day. Nowadays, we could say that the traditional media includes, mainly, newspapers,
radio and television. But the explosion of the Internet, as a new player in the advertising
ecosystem, has enlarged and changed the rules of the marketing game.
Interactive Advertising Bureau US (IAB US) publishes every year a report including the
worth of revenue generated by the Online Advertising. The headline of the latest annual
report (2015) was the following one: “US Internet Ad Revenues Reach Record-Breaking
$49.5 Billion in 2014, a 16% Increase Over Landmark 2013 Numbers, Marking Fifth Year
in a Row of Double-Digit Growth for the Industry” [1]. Similar figures emerge from the
European report where IAB Europe mentions that the online ad industry accounts for
1.4 million jobs and €100 billion of Gross Value Added (GVA1) [2].
In addition to the economical revenue, it is important to remark the relevance of Online
Advertising for those companies in the forefront of innovation such as Facebook and
Google which are two of the largest Internet companies by revenue and market capi-
talization [3]. For these companies, Online Advertising accounts for the vast majority
of theirs revenue [4, 5] and their online advertising services (i.e. Google AdWords and
Facebook Ads) have evolved into the main source of revenue for these companies.
These previous numbers highlight the impressive growth currently taking place in Online
Advertising and the impact it produces on the global economy. But in spite of the
current importance that the Online Marketing and Online Advertising has in our global
1A standard measure of the contribution to the overall economy similar to GDP.
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economy and our lives, we are facing a completely opaque ecosystem with a huge lack of
transparency. This lack of transparency along with the ability of online advertising to
exploit personal information from users via targeted advertising accentuates the privacy
concerns and raises questions and doubts about how companies make use of the personal
information they collect. In addition, new services appear over the Internet that are
useful for mass marketing campaigns. One of these services are the Trending Topics
list. A functionality from Twitter where advertisers have the possibility of “promoting”
content during a period of time and (or) for a specific group (e.g. geographical area).
This new functionality extends the concept of collective marketing known so far for its
use in traditional mass media and increases the collective advertising on the Internet.
Consequently, despite the advantages that the Internet offers in terms of marketing,
the complexity and dynamism of current advertising ecosystem requires greater trans-
parency and better understanding of the implications of the use of personal information
in targeted advertising. Also there is no knowledge about the impact of the new meth-
ods used in collective marketing and comparing their potential of marketing with the
traditional one.
In this context, we lack the required methodologies that can help us to better understand
specific aspects of the individual and collective advertising. Indeed, building such a
methodologies is a very challenging problem since: 1) they required the collection of large
amounts of real data from the individual or collective advertising service under analysis;
2) they required to build a measurement system that is automated and scalable and 3)
the obtained data may be noisy due to the great level of complexity and dynamisms of
these advertising services.
This thesis fills this gap by presenting two independent methodologies addressing fun-
damental questions in the context of individual and collective advertising. On the one
hand, we focus on understanding privacy concerns due to the lack of transparency about
personal information from users in the context of the individual advertising. In this sce-
nario, individual advertising is represented by display ads in the web. On the other hand,
we present the first methodology able to quantify the potential of marketing in new forms
of collective advertising emerging along with Online Social Networks. In particular, we
define the first methodology and metrics, which allow to compare the potential of mar-
keting in Trending Topics (an online collective advertising tool) vs marketing campaigns
in newspapers or radio stations (traditional collective advertising tools).
The presented methodologies settle the basis and fundaments for the development of
others of its kind by the research community contributing to the collective effort to
make the online advertising ecosystem more transparent.
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Traditional Media Online Advertising (Internet)
Newspaper, Radio, TV Individual Advertising Collective Advertising
Broadcasting Targeted/Personalization Online Broadcasting
Static content Dinamic Content Dinamic Content
No Privacy Concerns Privacy Concerns No Privacy Concerns
GRP, CPM... CPC, CPM... CPC, CPM...
Table 1.1: Summary of main features of advertising in traditional media and online.
Following sections provide a more detailed motivation on the aspects mentioned above
showing a more precise vision of the topic and allowing the reader a greater understand-
ing of the following chapters.
1.1 Traditional Media and Online Advertising
The Internet, as a new channel of advertising shares common features with the tradi-
tional mass media. On the one hand, both present the basic principle of marketing:
being able to draw the attention of as many people as possible (i.e. broadcasting). On
the other hand, they have the ability to focus on specific groups. One example of these
specific groups could be people from the same geographical zone, ads shown in a local
newspaper or ads shown in its online version for the traditional media or the online
advertising respectively.
In contrast, the dinamism and flexibility that the Internet offers allow to deliver ads
with richer content for the users. This flexibility and the big amount of data along
the Internet have allowed the emergence of new methods in marketing online such as
personalization or targeted advertising, improving their Quality of Service (QoS) while
increasing the effectiveness of marketing and, obviously, the benefits of publishers and
advertisers.
This new feature of personalization in the online advertising is the main difference with
traditional media. Taking this in mind the online advertising could be split into two
groups: invidiual advertising and collective advertising. Both share the main character-
istics from online advertising but shown some differences in terms of scope. For better
clarity and understanding, Table 1.1 shows a summary of the main features of indivi-
dual and collective advertising. It is worth noting that, although this thesis does not
pretend to make a comparative analysis of advertising in traditional media and online
advertising, we consider relevant to highlight common characteristics and major diffe-
rences between both to put in context and motivate this thesis. So, information about
traditional mass media is also shown in the table.
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From Table 1.1, it is important to emphasize the following key aspects:
• Individual advertising is a new type of advertising where personal information be-
comes more important. Targeted ads and personalization are new approaches
in marketing online. As Internet users, the sites we visite, the clicks we do, the
likes we share, or the emails we send, define us perfectly facing the advertising
ecosystem. This wealth of information allows customized campaigns for each user
but also includes a huge risk to our privacy and the use of our personal data.
Therefore, this personalization involves privacy concerns about personal data,
being part of this data, related to sensitive topics such as our sexual orientation
or health. Individual advertising is a new type of marketing where personal infor-
mation takes importance
• We can observe that the main differences between the traditional media and the
collective advertising are minimal in general terms but exhibit important conno-
tations. For example, although both rely on broadcasting, traditional media
depends mostly on oral communication to spread it around the community while
collective advertising, due to the network connectivity that the Internet offers, take
advantages of shares, likes or comments from users to spread it. This means that
despite having one common goal, their achievement is completely different. On-
line advertising exploits the ease of the Internet to spread faster than traditional
media.
• Related to the preceding item, a clear example is the effect of online advertising
in specific environments such as Online Social Networks (e.g. Facebook or
Twitter). In these environments, the dissemination of any piece of information
(e.g. photos, news, ads, etc.) is vastly superior thanks to the ease of sharing and
content dissemination via likes, shares or comments among users of the social
network.
Then, based on these previous key aspects, the analysis and measurements to be con-
ducted in this thesis can be summarize in three main bullets: (i) to understand the use
of targeted advertising and provide greater understanding of the use of personal data
and its privacy concerns as part of the individual advertising analysis; (ii) analyze and
understand the visibility offered by online social networks from the collective advertising
perspective and (iii) provide a greater understanding of existing information flows on
online social networks for specific pieces of information.
Therefore, as we mentioned in previous section, before going into detail on individual
advertising (Chapter 3) and later, collective advertising (Chapter 4) and how it spreads
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in OSNs (Chapter 5), the next three sections provide a more detailed motivation on the
three bullets mentioned above showing a more precise vision of the topic and allowing
the reader a greater understanding of the following chapters.
1.2 Privacy Concerns in Online Advertising
Business models around personal information, that include monetizing personal infor-
mation via Internet advertising and e-commerce [6], are behind most free Web services.
Information about consumers browsing for products and services is collected, e.g., using
tracking cookies, for the purpose of developing tailored advertising and e-marketing offe-
rings (coupons, promotions, recommendations, etc.). While this can be beneficial for
driving web innovation, companies, and consumers alike, it also raises several concerns
around its privacy implications. There is a fine line between what consumers value and
would like to use, and what they consider to be overly intrusive. Crossing this line can
induce users to employ blocking software for cookies and advertisements [7–10], or lead
to strict regulatory interventions. Indeed, this economics around personal information
has all the characteristics of a “Tragedy of the Commons” (see Hardin [11]) in which con-
sumer privacy and trust towards the web and its business models is a shared commons
that can be over-harvested to the point of destruction.
The discussion about privacy red-lines has just started2 and is not expected to conclude
any time soon. Still, certain tactics, have already gained a taboo status from consumers
and regulators, e.g., price discrimination in e-commerce [6, 12–14]. Online Behavioural
targeted Advertising (OBA, Section 3.3) on sensitive categories like sexual orientation,
health, political beliefs etc. [15], or tricks to evade privacy protection mechanisms, like
Do-Not-Track signals, are additional tactics that border the tolerance of most users and
regulators. The first contribution of this thesis is to build a reliable methodology for
detecting, quantifying and characterizing OBA in display advertising on the Web and
then use it to check for controversial practices. This methodology is widely explained in
Chapter 3.
1.3 Online Social Networks
Online Social Networks (OSNs) in general and Twitter in particular have changed the
way in which people communicate, but also have a significant impact on the public image
2FTC released in May 2014 a report entitled “Data Brokers – A Call for Transparency and Ac-
countability”, whereas the same year the US Senate passed the “The Data Broker Accountability and
Transparency Act (DATA Act)”.
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of celebrities or politicians and are being used by important companies with marketing
and/or advertisement purposes [16]. In particular, Twitter has its own business web
page3 and marketing on Twitter has become a business itself [17, 18]. Twitter offers a
functionality, that among other uses, is of high relevance in this context named Trending
Topics (TTs) which are officially described as: “the hottest emerging topics (or the “most
breaking” breaking news), rather than the most popular ones” [19]. As acknowledged
by experts in the field of marketing, surprise is one of the most powerful marketing
tools [20]. TTs hold by definition this surprise component and marketing experts have
been exploiting it. For instance, TV and radio-station shows have started to announce
hashtags4 so that all tweets regarding the show can be aggregated using a hashtag which
eventually may become Trending Topic. If that happens it is reported as a big success.
Trending Topics have been also used with marketing purposes in politics. For instance,
in the last public debate for the Spanish presidency in 2011, one of the candidates became
TT as a result of an orchestrated operation by his party supporters. This was used as
an unequivocal proof by his party and by several media that he had won the debate [21].
In addition, some social movements such as the “occupy” movements augmented their
visibility among the population after becoming TT [22]. Furthermore, the commercial
interest of Trending Topics for companies is reflected by the Promoted Trending Topics
service offered by Twitter5. These are a special type of TTs that can be purchased in
slots of 24 hours for around $200K [23]. This service is regularly used by companies in
the context of advertisement and marketing campaigns.
Finally, another symptom of the relevance of TTs is the recent movement made by
Facebook to implement its own Trending Topics service that is currently available for
users in United States [24].
However, to the best of our knowledge, this (seemingly) common idea that TTs are a
useful tool in marketing contexts is not supported by any scientific or technical work. We
believe that a solid scientific basis is required to allow experts in different disciplines to
make informed decisions regarding the actual impact that TTs may have in marketing,
advertisement, and related contexts. This thesis constitutes a first effort in that direction
in which we perform a thorough analysis of the actual visibility provided by TTs in
Chapter 4.
3https://business.twitter.com/marketing-twitter
4A hashtag is a special type of word that starts by the symbol #. It is a common practice that people
tweeting about a common topic use a common hashtag to identify it.
5https://business.twitter.com/products/promoted-trends
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1.4 Online Social Networks: Information Flow
Since the existence of online social media, citizens around the world use it to commu-
nicate beyond mass media blackouts. For example, IRC channels served as a way for
individuals to report news in 1991 during the media blocks in the Soviet Union coup
de etat and in the Gulf War6. The growth of social media use in developed societies
allowed individuals to take one step further, organizing actions and spreading relevant
information around their environment. One example of such emergence of coordination
away from mass media are the actions of the Anonymous group [25], which in 2008 or-
ganized demonstrations and produced reports against the Church of Scientology. More
recently, the widespread adoption of social media around the world has triggered events
that were reported by individuals beyond media blockages, including actions of social
movements like the Spanish Indignados [26], the Gezi protests in Turkey [27], and the
revolutions during the Arab Spring [28].
While social media are clearly relevant for news and culture, there are still many open
questions about the potential, role, limitations, and biases of online social media. So-
cial media overcome some limitations of traditional mass media that are commonly
attributed as sources of biases. First, the cost to set up an information channel in social
media is negligible, allowing individual users to become information channels themselves.
This overcomes the ownership barrier of traditional media [29] and potentially weaken
biases related to information centralization. Second, social media have the potential of
a very broad and deep coverage of all kinds of content, allowing any information to be
found, reported, and eventually attract collective attention. But such potential might
not necessarily be realized, in particular when information overloads and misinforma-
tion spread due to the communication brevity and informality of many social media
platforms. In addition, social media are not free of the influence of other biases that
can limit their transparency and coverage. For example, a major part of the funding
in social media comes from advertising strategies, in which the product is the attention
of users and not the reported content [30]. Furthermore, social media are not isolated
communities, and traditional mass media biases can potentially resonate in each social
medium. A recent example of selective reporting in both mass and social media is the
reaction to the Charlie Hebdo shootings in January 2015, which received an extremely
large attention share in comparison to similar attacks against freedom of speech in former
Yugoslavia or the Middle East [31].
6http://www.ibiblio.org/pub/academic/communications/logs/
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1.5 Thesis Overview
The reminder of this document is organized as follow. Chapter 2 presents the rele-
vant literature related to this thesis. Chapter 3 details our methodology to evaluate
individual advertising, in terms of measuring Online Behavioural targeted Advertising.
Moreover, we describe the development and evaluation of a system that we developed
for implementing our methodology for measuring OBA and the results obtained. We
devote Chapter 4 to the analysis of collective advertising, describing our large scale mea-
surement methodology to collect information for thousands of Trending Topics over a
period of several months and the metrics and datasets used. Additionally, we present
a methodology to characterize the visibility of Local TTs in a country or city. Chapter
5 is devoted to complement the previous analysis of the collective advertising by doing
and analysis of the information flow inside this specific type of advertising. To finish
this document the conclusion obtained and some future research lines are presented in
Chapter 6.
1.6 Contributions
1.6.1 Publications
This thesis covers contributions from the following literature:
• Carrascosa, J. M., Mikians, J., Cuevas, R., Erramilli, V., & Laoutaris, N. I Always
Feel Like Somebody’s Watching Me. Measuring Online Behavioural Advertising.
In Proceedings of the 11th ACM International on Conference on emerging Net-
working Experiments and Technologies (CoNEXT 2015). ACM.
• Carrascosa, J. M., Cuevas, R., Gonza´lez, R., Azcorra, A., & Garc´ıa, D. Quantifying
the Economic and Cultural Biases of Social Media through Trending Topics. PloS
ONE 2015.
• Carrascosa, J. M., Gonza´lez, R., Cuevas, R., & Azcorra, A. Are trending topics
useful for marketing?: visibility of trending topics vs traditional advertisement.
In Proceedings of the first ACM Conference on Online Social Networks (COSN
2013). ACM.
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1.6.2 Software and Tools
Following we show a list of tools implemented during the development of this thesis
breaking them into primary tools (i.e. included and explained in the next chapters) or
side tools.
List of primary tools:
• Twitter Trending Topics Monitoring Tool: Tool that allows to collect the top list of
Trending Topics over 250 different locations (countries and cities) every 5 minutes.
• Semantic Classification Tool: This tool leverages the information from DBpedia7
to classify different names, terms, words or expressions into meaningful semantic
categories.
• Understanding Behavioural Ads: Complex tool developed to collect ads from sev-
eral webs to provide a better understanding of advertising on the web focusing on
Online Behavioural Advertising. It also provides a categorization module of webs
based on several sources.
List of side tools:
• Marketing Online Tool: Tool divided in 2 modules to explore how online com-
panies make use of our personal information in different services: (1) analysis of
Google and Yahoo services (e.g. mail, maps, search, video). (2) Analysis of Google
Campaigns and the cost-per-click (CPC) associated to keywords or interests.
• Twitter Monitoring Tool: Flexible tool that allows measuring multiple aspects of
Twitter: selected users’ information, tweets associated to keywords, etc.
• Facebook Monitoring Tool: Divided in 2 modules: (1) collect all the information
associated to a set of users: friends, likes, posts, general info, etc. and (2) collect
all the activity from a Facebook page: users, posts, reactions to these posts, etc.
1.6.3 Datasets
In this section, the main datasets used in this thesis are listed and briefly described.
• Individual Advertising Dataset: This dataset is composed by all the information
(websites, ads, cookies, etc.) collected during the experiments of the 51 artificial
7http://dbpedia.org/About
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personas and 21 sensitive personas defined in Chapter 3. See more details about
this dataset in Section 3.4.2.
• Websites Categorization: This dataset includes the categorization for every website
and ad from the previous dataset with 3 different sources: Cyren, Google Ad Words
and McAfee. See more details about this dataset in Section 3.4.2.
• Trending Topics from Twitter: Complete dataset including the top list of Trending
Topics for 62 countries and 215 cities every 5 minutes for different periods of time
from 2011 to 2014. See more details about this dataset in Section 4.3.4 and Section
5.3.1.
• World Bank Dataset: This dataset includes relevant information related to demo-
graphic, economic, and cultural factors for each country in the previous dataset
extracted from the World Bank Database. See more details about this dataset in
Section 5.3.2.
Chapter 2
State of the Art
The measurements and characterization of the Internet applications have attracted the
attention of the research community in the last years. In this chapter we focus on the
recent literature and measurement studies on Online Advertising and Online Social Net-
works. Furthermore, we highlight the main literature related to information propagation,
specifically, in social media.
2.1 Measurements studies on Online Advertising
This thesis is related to recent literature in the areas of measurement driven studies
on targeting/personalization in online services such as search [32, 33] and e-commerce
[6, 12, 13]. More specifically, in the context of advertising the seminal work by Guha et
al. [34] presents the challenges of measuring targeted advertising, including high levels
of noise due to ad-churn, network effects like load-balancing, and timing effects. The
methodology describes in Section 3.4 considers these challenges. Another early work by
Lorolova et al. [35] presents results using microtargeting to expose privacy leakage on
Facebook.
Other recent studies have focused on economics of display advertising [36], characterizing
mobile advertising [37] and helping users to get control of their personal data and traffic
in mobile networks [38], designing large scale targeting platforms [39] or investigating
the effectiveness of behavioural targeting [40]. Moreover, Le´cuyer et al. [41] developed
a service-agnostic tool to establish correlation between input data (e.g., users actions)
and resulting personalized output (e.g., ads). The solution is based on the application of
the differential correlation principle on the input and output of several shadow accounts
that generate a differentially distinct set of inputs.
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This work is different in focus to this previous literature since we are primarily concerned
with Online Behavioural Advertising (OBA) in display advertising, with the intention of
understanding the collection and use of sensitive personal information at a large scale.
To the best of our knowledge, only a couple of previous works analyze the presence
of OBA advertising using a measurement driven methodology. Liu et al. [42] study
behavioural advertisement using complex end-user profiles with hundreds of interests
(instead of personas with specific interests) generated from an AOL dataset including
users online search history. The extracted profiles from passive measurements are rather
complex (capturing multiple interests and types), and are thus, rather inappropriate
for establishing causality between specific end-user interests and the observed ads. Our
approach is active rather than passive, and thus allows us to derive an exact profile of the
interest that we want to capture. Furthermore, the authors collapse all types of targeted
advertising (demographic, geographic and OBA), excepting re-targeting, whereas we
focus on OBA due to its higher sensitivity from a privacy perspective. Barford et
al. [43] present a large-scale characterisation study of the advertisement landscape. As
part of this study the authors look at different aspects such as the new ads arrival
rate, the popularity of advertisers, the importance of websites or the distribution of
the number of ads and advertisers per website. The authors examine OBA very briefly.
They trained personas but as they acknowledge their created profiles present a significant
contamination including unrelated interests to the persona. Our methodology carefully
addresses this issue. Moreover, these previous works check only a small point of the entire
spectrum of definitions, metrics, sources, filters, etc. For instance, they rely on Google
ads services to build their methodologies which reduces the generality of their results.
This work has taken a much broader look on OBA including both the methodology, the
results, and the derived conclusions. Finally, to the best of our knowledge, ours is the
first work reporting results about the performance of the used methodology, the extent
to which OBA is used in different geographical regions and the utilization of DNT across
the web.
2.2 Online Social Networks
The measurements and characterization of Online Social Networks (OSNs) have at-
tracted the attention of the research community in the last years. Below we highlight
the main literature that is related to one of the main Twitter functionality about the
advertising on this OSN: Trending Topics. Specifically, we focus on the literature about
the measurements and analysis of Trending Topics and also the semantic classification
of them.
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Measurement and Analysis of Trending Topics: [44] performed the most ex-
haustive characterization of Twitter so far. As part of this study the authors briefly
analyze Trending Topics using coarse temporal metrics and quantitative metrics to clas-
sify Trending Topics in few externally defined (i.e., artificial) categories. Furthermore,
[45] use quantitative metrics to analyze the formation, persistence and decay phases of
Trending Topics. Both works rely on quantitative metrics that, as shown by [46], may
lead to unreliable results due to the best effort nature of Twitter APIs. In addition,
[47] have analyzed the propagation of City-Level Trending Topics among cities in US.
Finally, [48] studied the differences between the tagging pattern in Twitter and other
OSN systems. The authors present the phenomenon of the Twitter micro-meme: emer-
gent topics for which a tag is created, used widely for a few days and then disappears.
Although these papers provide initial valuable results, they focus on specific aspects of
Trending Topics different to the one addressed in this thesis, i.e., the characterization
of the visibility offered by TTs in different countries and the impact of these in the
advertising ecosystem.
Semantic classification of Trending Topics: [49] use a dataset formed by around
800 Trending Topics and classify them into 18 different categories using a text- and a
network-based methodologies that achieve an accuracy of 65% and 70%, respectively.
Furthermore [50] assign 15 different properties to Trending Topics (including some un-
reliable quantitative properties) to classify them into 4 classes using a similar text-based
methodology as the one used in [49]. They validate their technique using a training and
a test sets with 600 and 436 Trending Topics, respectively. In this case they report an
accuracy of 78.4%.
2.3 Information propagation: social media
The selection and content of centralized media can be affected by subjective and/or
systemic biases. Subjective biases operate at the level of the individual information of
the reporter, during the evaluation of the informativeness in the context of current events
[51]. Since online media content is collectively curated by large groups of Internet users,
other subjective biases can emerge from shared values [52], information overloads [53],
and cultural preferences [54]. Systemic biases operate at a mesoscopic level, creating
patterns that cannot be observed at the level of a news piece or a journalist, but can
be observed at larger scales when sufficient content is analyzed [29]. In the context of
international news, there is no evidence that can attribute these biases to supranational
power structures [55], but incentive mechanisms can bias mass media through economic
and social forces [29, 56]. Examples of empirically tested presence of these systemic
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biases relate them to the increase of reporting with Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of
the country where news originate [57], and its decrease with geographical distance [58]
and political stability [59]. This theory is still applicable to online social media as part
of a larger medium that also includes traditional mass media.
With respect to social media, previous works focused either on individual biases in news
sharing [60–62], or on social and geographical factors or content sharing relevant to
viral marketing and information technologies [63–65]. Within this context of individual
behaviour, the concept of algorithmic biases in personalization [66] add a complementary
view to our collective analysis on systemic and subjective biases. Algorithmic biases are
often related to the filter bubble [67], a phenomenon that creates echo chambers [68]
that build on already existing individual confirmatory biases [69]. While such concept
can be linked to polarization phenomena [70], we focus on testing the economic and
cultural factors hypothesized by the theories of media biases. Our approach covers a
wider spectrum of online social media, in which not only breaking news play a role, but
also popular content like gossip, cultural trends, and fashion define the information that
is considered relevant and consumed across societies.
Chapter 3
Individual Advertising
3.1 Motivation
Online Behavioural targeted Advertising (OBA) has risen in prominence as a method
to increase the effectiveness of online advertising. OBA operates by associating tags or
labels to users based on their online activity and then using these labels to target them.
This rise has been accompanied by privacy concerns from researchers, regulators and the
press. In this chapter, we present a novel methodology for measuring and understanding
OBA in the online advertising market. We rely on training artificial online personas
representing behavioural traits like ‘cooking’, ‘movies’, ‘motor sports’, etc. and build
a measurement system that is automated, scalable and supports testing of multiple
configurations. We observe that OBA is a frequent practice and notice that categories
valued more by advertisers are more intensely targeted. In addition, we provide evidences
showing that the advertising market targets sensitive topics (e.g, religion or health)
despite the existence of regulation that bans such practices. We also compare the volume
of OBA advertising for our personas in two different geographical locations (US and
Spain) and see little geographic bias in terms of intensity of OBA targeting. Finally, we
check for targeting with do-not-track (DNT) enabled and discovered that DNT is not
yet enforced in the web.
3.2 Introduction
The technologies and the ecosystem for delivering targeted advertising is truly mind
boggling, involving different types of entities, including Aggregators, Data Brokers, Ad
Exchanges, Ad Networks, etc., that might conduct a series of complex online auctions
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to select the advertisement that a user gets to see upon landing on a webpage (see [71]
for a tutorial and survey of relevant technologies). Furthermore, targeting can be driven
by other aspects e.g., location, gender, age group, that have nothing to do with specific
behavioural traits that users deem as sensitive in terms of privacy, or it can be due to “re-
targetting” [72–74] from previously visited sites. Distinguishing between the different
types of advertising is a major challenge towards developing a robust detection technique
for OBA. On a yet deeper level, behaviours, interests/types, and relevant metrics have
no obvious or unique definition that can be used for practical detection. It is non-trivial
to unearth the relative importance of different interests or characteristics that can be
used for targeting purposes or even define them. Last, even if definitional issues were
resolved, how would one obtain the necessary datasets and automate the process of
detecting OBA at scale?
One of the main contribution of this thesis is the development of an extensive method-
ology for detecting and characterizing OBA at scale, which allows us to answer essential
questions: (i) How frequently is OBA used in online advertising?; (ii) Does OBA target
users differently based on their profiles?; (iii) Is OBA applied to sensitive topics?; (iv)
Is OBA more pronounced in certain geographic regions compared to others?; (v) Do
privacy configurations, such as Do-Not-Track, have any impact on OBA?.
Our methodology addresses all above challenges by 1) employing various filters to dis-
tinguish interest-based targeting from other forms of advertising, 2) examining several
alternative metrics to quantify the extent of OBA advertising, 3) relying on multiple
independent sources to draw keywords and tags for the purpose of defining different
interest types and searching for OBA around them, 4) allowing different geographical
and privacy configurations. This work combines all the above to present a much more
complete methodology for OBA detection compared to very limited work existing in the
area that has focused on particular special cases over the spectrum of alternatives that
we consider (see Section 2 for related work).
A second contribution of this work is the implementation and experimental application
of our methodology. We have conducted extensive experiments for 72 interest-based
personas (e.g., ‘motorcycles’, ‘cooking’, ‘movies’, ‘poetry’ or ‘dating’) including typical
privacy-sensitive profiles (e.g., ‘AIDS & HIV’, ‘left-wing politics’ or ‘hinduism’), involv-
ing 3 tagging sources and 3 different filters. For each experiment we run 310 requests (on
average) to 5 different context free “test” websites to gather more than 3.5M ads. Hav-
ing conducted more than 2.9K experiments combining alternative interest definitions,
geographical locations, privacy configurations, metrics, filters and sources of keywords
to characterize OBA, we observe the following:
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(1) OBA is a common practice, 88% of the analyzed personas get targeted ads associated
to all the keywords that define their behavioural trait. Moreover, half of the analyzed
personas receive between 26-62% of ads associated to OBA.
(2) The level of OBA attracted by different personas shows a strong correlation (0.4)
with the value of those personas in the online advertising market (estimated by the CPC
suggested bid for each persona).
(3) We provide strong evidences that show that the online advertising market targets
behavioural traits associated to sensitive topics related to health, politics or sexual
orientation. Such tracking is illegal in several countries [75]. Specifically, 10 to 40% of
the ads shown to half of the 21 personas configured with a sensitive behavioural trait
correspond to OBA ads.
(4) We repeat our experiments in both US and Spain and do not observe any significant
geographical bias in the utilization of OBA. Indeed, the median difference in the fraction
of observed OBA ads by the considered personas in US and Spain is 2.5%.
(5) We repeat our experiments by having first set the Do-Not-Track (DNT) flag on our
browser and do not observe any remarkable difference in the amount of OBA received
with and without DNT enabled. This lead us to conclude that support for DNT has not
yet been implemented by most ad networks and sites.
Our intention with this work is to pave the way for developing a robust and scalable
methodology and supporting toolsets for detecting interest-based targeting. By doing
so we hope to improve the transparency around this important issue and protect the
advertising ecosystem from the aforementioned Tragedy of the Commons.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: In Section 3.3 we describe what On-
line Behavioural Advertising is. Section 3.4 describes the proposed methodology to
unveil and measure the representativeness of OBA. Using this methodology we have
implemented a real system that is described and evaluated in Section 3.5. Section 3.6
presents the results of the conducted experiments. Finally, Section 3.7 summarizes the
main results.
3.3 Online Behavioural Advertising (OBA)
Online Behavioural targeted Advertising (OBA) is the practice in online advertising
wherein information about the interests of web users is incorporated in tailoring ads.
This information is usually collected over time by aggregators or ad-networks while users
browse the web. This information can include the publishers/webpages a user browses
as well as information on activity on each page (time spent, clicks, interactions, etc.).
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ad-optimizers, ad-agencies etc. is notoriously complex1 [71], however for the purposes of
this work, we represent all entities handling data other than the user and the publishers,
either collecting or selling data, as aggregators.
Other types of (less privacy intrusive) targeted advertising techniques include: (i) Ge-
ographical Targeted Ads are shown to a user based on its geographical location; (ii)
Demographic Targeted Ads are shown to users based on their demographic profile (age,
sex, etc) that is estimated by aggregators in different manners, for instance, through the
user’s browsing history [43]; (iii) Re-targeting Ads present to the user recently visited
websites, e.g., a user, that has checked a hotel in website A, receives an ad of that hotel
when visiting website B few hours latter. Finally, a user can be exposed to Contextual
Ads when visiting a website. These ads are related to the theme of the visited website
rather than the user’s profile and thus we consider them as non-targeted ads.
3.4 Methodology to measure OBA
In this section we describe our methodology to unveil the presence (or absence) of
OBA advertising as well as to estimate its frequency and intensity compared to more
traditional forms of online advertising.
3.4.1 Rationale and Challenges
Our goal is to uncover causal links between users exhibiting a certain behavioural trait
and the display ads shown to them. Notice that we do not claim or attempt to reverse
engineer the complex series of online auctions taking place in real time. We merely try
to detect whether there is any correlation between the advertisements displayed to a
user and his past browsing behaviour.
We create artificial personas that present a very narrow web browsing behaviour that
corresponds to a very specific interest (or theme), e.g., ‘motor sports’ or ‘cooking &
recipes’. We train each persona by visiting carefully selected websites that match its
interest and by doing so invite data aggregators and trackers to classify our persona
accordingly. We refer to the visited websites as training webpages. For instance, the
training set for the ‘motor sports’ persona would be formed by specific motor sports
webpages. Therefore, two first challenges for our methodology are which personas to
examine and how to select training webpages for them that lead to a minimal profile
1http://www.displayadtech.com/the display advertising technology landscape#/the-
display-landscape
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contamination [43]. By contamination, we are referring to the association of tags and
labels not related to the main theme of the persona.
Once the personas and the training webpages have been properly selected, we need
to retrieve the ads that these personas obtain upon visiting carefully selected control
webpages that meet the following criteria: (i) include a sufficient number of display ads,
and (ii) have a neutral or very well defined context that makes it easy to detect context
based advertisements and filter them out to keep only those that could be due to OBA.
We use weather related webpages for this purpose.
The ads shown to a persona in the control pages lead to websites that we refer to as
landing webpages. Therefore if the theme of the landing webpages for a persona has a
large overlap with the theme of its training websites we can conclude that this persona
frequently receives OBA ads. To automate and scale the estimation of the topical
overlap between training and landing pages, we rely on online tagging services (e.g.,
Google AdWords, Cyren, etc) that categorize webpages based on keywords. We use
them to tag each training and landing webpage associated to a persona and compute
the existing overlapping. Note that we decided to use several online tagging services
or sources to remove the dependency on a single advertising platform (a limitation of
previous works like in [42, 43]).
As indicated before OBA can co-exist with several other types of advertisement on the
same page, including: re-targeting ads, contextual ads, geographically targeted ads. Our
goal is to define a flexible methodology able to detect and measure OBA in the presence
of such ads. Thus, the fourth challenge that our methodology faces is to define filters
for detecting and removing these other types of ads.
The final challenge for our methodology is to define meaningful, simple, and easy to
understand and measure metrics to quantify OBA using keywords from the training and
landing pages of a persona.
3.4.2 Details of the Methodology
- Selection of Personas & Training Pages: The selection of personas with a very
specific behavioural trait, and thus a reduced profile contamination, is a key aspect of
our methodology. To achieve this in an automated and systematic manner we leverage
the Google Ad Words’ hierarchical category system, which includes more than 2000 cat-
egories that correspond to specific personas (i.e., behavioural traits) used by Google and
its partners to offer OBA ads. For each one of these personas, Ad Words provides a list of
related websites (between 150 and 330 webs). We use these websites as training pages for
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the corresponding persona. Specifically, we consider the 240 personas of level 2 from the
Google Ad Words’ category system and apply the following three-steps filtering process
to collect keywords for each persona while catering to avoid profile contamination:
- Step 1: For a given persona p, we collect the keywords assigned by Ad Words to every
one of its related websites and keep in our dataset only those websites that have p’s
category among their keywords. For instance, for p = ‘motor sports’, we only keep
those related websites categorized by Ad Words with the keyword ‘motor sports’. After
applying this step 202 personas remain in our dataset.
- Step 2: For each persona p, we visit each website selected during Step 1, using a clean,
in terms of configuration, browser, i.e., without cookies, previous web-browsing history,
or ads preferences profile. Then, we check the categories from the Google Ad Words
system added to the ads preference profile2 of our browser after visiting those websites.
We only keep those related websites, which add to the ads preference profile exclusively
p’s category or p’s category plus a second related one. For instance, for p = ‘motor
sports’, we only keep a related website in our dataset if it includes to the ads preferences
profile the category ‘motor sport’ or the category ‘motor sports’ plus a second one such
as ‘cars’ or ‘motorbikes’. After applying this step 104 personas remain in our dataset.
- Step 3: Our final dataset consists of 51 personas that are left with at least 10 training
pages each after steps 1 and 2. Note that by having at least 10 training pages we intend
to capture enough diversity in the visited sites and expose our personas to a number of
trackers that would approximate what a real user would find. Indeed, the considered
personas are exposed to 15-40 trackers whereas the examination of the browsers of 5
volunteers revealed that they were exposed to 18-27 trackers3.
In addition to the above systematically collected personas, we have also selected man-
ually 21 sensitive personas related to topics that, for instance, privacy regulation in
Europe do not allow to track or process (e.g., health, ethnicity, sexuality, religion or
politics) [75]. Interestingly the categories of our sensitive personas do not appear in
the public Google Ad Words’ Hierarchical Category System, however when querying
for them in Ad Words we obtain a similar output as for any other persona. We apply
the same steps as above with a single difference in Step 2, where we keep only websites
that do not add any category in the ads preference profile of our browser. By doing
so, we ensure that our sensitive personas are not being associated with any additional
behavioural trait.
2Google’s ads preferences profile represents the behavioural trait inferred by Google for a browser,
based on the previously visited sites. It includes one or more categories from the Ad Words category
system.
3 We have used the tracker detection tool provided by the EDAA [77] to obtain these results.
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The final list of 51 regular and 21 sensitive personas can be checked in Figure 3.3 and
Figure 3.4, respectively.
- Selection of Control Pages: As indicated in the methodology’s rationale we need
a set of pages that are popular, have ads shown on them and yet have low number of
easily identifiable tags associated with them and thus do not contaminate the profile of
our personas. We used five popular weather pages4 as control pages since they fulfil all
previous requirements.
- Visiting Training and Control Pages to obtain ads: Once we have selected the
set of training and control pages for a persona, we visit them with the following strategy
(see Section 3.5.1 for details). We start with a fresh install, and select randomly a page
from the pool of training+control pages to visit with the interval between different page
visits drawn from an exponential distribution with mean 3 mins5. By doing so, on the
one hand, we regularly visit the training pages so that we allow trackers and aggregators
present in those pages to classify our persona with a very specific interest according to
our deliberately narrow browsing behaviour. On the other hand, the regular visits to
control pages allow us to collect the ads shown to our persona to latter study whether
they are driven by OBA. An alternative strategy would be to visit first the training
pages several times to get our persona profiled by aggregators and visit only control
pages. We avoided this strategy because visiting consecutively multiple weather sites
fooled the data aggregators into believing that our browser was a “weather” persona.
- Tagging Training and Landing Pages: In order to be able to detect systematically
correlations between training and landing pages we need to first identify the keywords
that best describe each webpage in our dataset. For this purpose, we use 3 different
sources: Cyren[79], Google Ad Words[80] and McAfee[81]. Each source has its own
labeling system: Google Ad Words labels web-pages using a hierarchical category system
with up to 10 levels and tag categories with 1 to 8 keywords. Cyren and McAfee provide
a flat tagging system consisting of 60-100 categories and label web-pages with at most
3 keywords. Note that by utilising multiple sources we try to increase the robustness
of our methodology and limit as much as possible its dependency to the idiosyncrasies
of particular labeling systems. Finally, it is worth noting that the coverage of the
considered tagging services is very high for our set of training and landing pages. In
particular Google, McAfee and Cyren were able to tag 100%, 99.0% and 95.5% of the
training pages and 100%, 97.2% and 93.3% of the landing pages, respectively.
4http://www.accuweather.com,http://www.localconditions.com, http://www.wunderground.com,
http://www.myforecast.com, http://www.weatherbase.com
5This distribution is selected to emulate a human-being generated inter-arrival time between visits
according to recent measurement studies [78].
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- Training Set Keywords: To achieve the aforementioned robustness against the
particularities of individual classification systems, we filter the keywords assigned to
a page by keeping only those that are assigned to the page by more than one of our
3 sources. The idea is to quantify OBA based on keywords that several of our sources
agree upon for a specific page relevant to the trained persona. Assume we have a training
webpage W tagged with the set of keywords K1 to K3 for each one of the 3 sources above.
Our goal is to select a keyword k within Ki (i ∈ [1, 3]) only if it accurately defines W for
our purpose. To do this, we leverage the Leacock-Chodorow similarity [82] (S(k, l)) to
capture how similar two word senses (keywords) k ∈ Ki and l ∈ Kj (j ∈ [1, 3] & j 6= i)
are. Note that two keywords are considered similar if their Leacock-Chodorow similarity
is higher than a given configurable threshold, T , that ranges between 0 (any two keywords
would be considered similar) and 3.62 (only two identical keywords -exact match- would
be considered similar). We compute the similarity of k belonging to a given source with
all the training keywords belonging to other sources and consider k an accurate keyword
only if it presents a S(k, l) > T with keywords of at least N other sources. Note that N
is also a configurable parameter that allows us to define a more or less strict condition
to consider a given training keyword in a given source.
- Filtering different types of ads: To complete our methodology we describe next
the filters used in order to identify and progressively remove landing pages associated
with non-OBA ads:
- Retargeting Ads Filter (Fr): In our experiment a retargeting ad in a control page
should point to either a training or a control page previously visited by the persona.
Since, we keep record of the previous webpages visited by a persona, identifying and
removing retargeting ads from our landing set is trivial.
- Static and Contextual Ads Filter (Fs&c): We have created a profile that after visiting
each webpage removes all cookies and potential tracking information such that each visit
to a website emulates the visit of a user with empty past browsing history. We refer to
this persona as clean profile. By definition, when visiting a control webpage the clean
profile cannot receive any type of targeted behavioural ad and thus all ads shown to this
profile correspond to either static ads (ads pushed by an advertiser into the website)
or contextual ads (ads related to the theme of the webpage). Hence, to eliminate a
majority of the landing pages derived from static and contextual ads for a persona, we
remove all the common landing pages between this persona and the clean profile.
- Demographic and Geographical Targeted Ads Filter (Fd&g): We launch the experiments
for all our personas from the same /24 IP prefix and therefore it is likely that several
of them receive the same ad when geographical targeting is used. Moreover, we have
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computed the Leacock-Chodorow similarity between the categories of each pair of per-
sonas in our dataset to determine how close their interests are. To filter demographic
and geographical ads we proceed as follows: for a persona p that has received an ad A,
we select the set of other personas receiving this same ad (O(A) = [p1,A, p2,A, ...]) and
compute the Leacock-Chodorow similarity between p and pi,A ∈ O(A). If the similarity
between p and at least one of these personas is lower than a given threshold T ′, we con-
sider that the ad has been shown to personas with a significantly different behavioural
trait and thus it cannot be the result of OBA. Instead, it is likely due to geographical
or demographic targeting practices.
- Measuring the presence and representativeness of OBA: We measure the
volume of OBA for a given persona p by computing the overlapping between the keywords
of the training and landing pages for p. Note that we consider that a training keyword
and a landing keyword overlap if they are an exact match. In particular, we use two
complementary metrics that measure different aspects of the overlapping between the
keywords of training and landing pages. However, let us first introduce some definitions
used in our metrics: (i) We define the set of unique keywords associated with the training
pages for a persona p on source s as KTps ; (ii) We define the set of unique keywords
associated with the landing pages of ads shown to a persona p on source s on control
pages as KLps ; (iii) Finally we define the set of unique keywords associated to a single
webpage W on source s as KWs . Note that the set of keywords associated to a web-page
remains constant for a given source regardless the persona. Using these definitions we
define our metrics as follows:
Targeted Training Keywords (TTK): This metric computes the fraction of keywords from
the training pages that have been targeted and thus appear in the set of landing pages
for a persona p and a source s. It is formally expressed as follows:
TTK(p, s) =
|KTps ∧KLps |
|KTps |
∈ [0, 1] (3.1)
In essence, TTK measures whether p is exposed to OBA or not. In particular, a high
value of TTK indicates that most of the keywords defining the behavioural trait of p
(i.e., training keywords) have been targeted during the experiment.
Behavioural Advertising in Landing Pages (BAiLP): This metric captures the fraction
of ads whose landing pages are tagged with at least one keyword from the set of training
pages for a persona p and a source s. In other words, it represents the fraction of received
ads by p that are likely associated to OBA. BAiLP is formally expressed as follows:
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BAiLP (p, s) =
∑Lps
i=1 f(KW is ) · ntimes
Lps
∈ [0, 1]
where f(KW is ) =
1 if (KTps ∧KW is ) ≥ 10 if (KTps ∧KW is ) = 0
(3.2)
Note that ntimes represents the number of times an ad has been shown to p and Lps is
defined as the set of landing pages for a persona p and source s.
In summary, TTK measures if OBA is happening and how intensely (what percentage
of the training keywords are targeted) whereas BAiLP captures what percentage of the
overall advertising a persona receives is due to OBA (under different filters).
3.5 Automated System to measure OBA
In this section we describe the development and evaluation of a system that we developed
for implementing our previously described methodology for measuring OBA.
3.5.1 System implementation and setup
A primary design objective of our measurement system was to be fully automated, with-
out a need for man-in-the-loop, in any of its steps. The reason for this is that we wanted
to be able to check arbitrary numbers of personas and websites, instead of just a hand-
ful. Towards this end, we used a lightweight, headless browser PhantomJS ver. 1.9
(http://phantomjs.org/) as our base as we can automate collection and handling of con-
tent as well as configure different user-agents. We wrote a wrapper around PhantomJS
that we call PhantomCurl that handles the logic related to collection and pre-processing
of data. Our control server was setup in Madrid, Spain. The experiments were run from
Spain and United States. In the case of US we used a transparent proxy with sufficient
bandwidth capacity to forward all our requests. We used a user-agent6 corresponding to
Chrome ver. 26, Windows 7. Our default setup has no privacy protections enabled for
personas, but for the clean profile, we enable privacy protection and delete cookies after
visiting each web-site. A second configuration set-up enables the Do Not Track7 [83]
for all our personas. For each persona configuration (no-DNT and DNT) and location
(ES and US) we run, in parallel, our system 4 times in slots of 8-hours in a window of
6We have repeated some experiments using different user-agents without noticing major differences
in the obtained results.
7Do Not Track is a technology and policy proposal that enables users to opt out of tracking by
websites they do not visit (e.g., analytics services, ad networks, etc).
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3 days so that all personas are exposed to the same status of the advertising market.
These time slots generate 310 visits per persona (on average) to the control pages that
based on the the results in [43] suffices to obtain the majority of distinct ads received
by a persona in the considered period of time. To process the data associated to each
persona, configuration and geographical location we use 3 sources to tag the training
and landing pages (Google, McAfee and Cyren), 3 different combinations of filters (Fr;
Fr and Fs&c; Fr, Fs&c and Fd&g) and 2 metrics (TTK and BAiLP). Furthermore, we use
different values of T and N (for the selection of training keywords) and T’ (for filtering
out demographic and geographic targeted ads). Overall our analysis covers more than
2.9K points in the spectrum of interest definitions, metrics, sources, filters, geographical
locations, privacy configurations, etc.
Before discussing the obtained results (Section 3.6), in the next subsection we evaluate
the performance of our system to identify OBA ads using standard metrics such as
accuracy, false positive ratio, false negative ratio, etc. It is worth mentioning that, to
the best of our knowledge, previous measurement works in the detection of OBA [42, 43]
do not perform a similar evaluation of their proposed methodologies.
3.5.2 System Performance to identify OBA ads
To validate our system we need to generate a ground truth dataset to compare against.
We used humans for a subjective validation of correlation between training and landing
pages as done also by previous works [41, 49, 50, 84]. To that end, two independent
panelists subjectively classified each one of the landing pages associated to few8 randomly
selected personas as OBA or non-OBA. Note that the classification of these two panelists
was different in 6-12% of the cases for the different personas. For these few cases a third
person performed the subjective classification to break the tie.
For each ad, we compare the classification done by our tool as OBA vs. non-OBA with
the ground truth and compute widely adopted metrics used to evaluate the performance
of detection systems: Recall (or Hit Ratio), Accuracy, False Positive Rate (FPR) and
False Negative Rate (FNR). Table 3.1 shows the max and min value of these metrics
across the analyzed personas for our three sources (McAfee, Google and Cyren). We
observe that, in general, our system is able to reliably identify OBA ads for all sources.
Indeed, it shows Accuracy and Recall values over 94% as well as a FNR smaller than
4.5%. Finally, the FPR stay lower than 10% for all the analyzed personas excepting for
the ‘Yard & Patio’ persona where the FPR increases up to 25%.
8Note that the manual classification process required our panelists to carefully evaluate around 300-
400 landing pages per persona. Then, it was infeasible to perform it for every persona.
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Recall Accuracy FPR FNR
McAfee 99.1/95.6% 99.0/94.2% 25.5/3.8% 4.4/0.1%
Google 99.1/95.7% 99.0/94.3% 25.7/3.8% 4.3/0.1%
Cyren 98.7/95.5% 98.6/94.1% 25.4/4,27% 4.5/1,3%
Table 3.1: Max and Min values of Recall, Accuracy, FPR and FNR of our automated
methodology to identify OBA ads for our three sources (McAfee, Google and Cyren)
for the analyzed personas. Max and Min values correspond to ‘Bycicles Accesories’ and
‘Yard & Patio’ personas, respectively.
Training Pages
http://poolpricer.com http://levelgroundpool.com
http://whirlpool-zu-hause.de http://poolforum.se
http://eauplaisir.com http://photopiscine.net
http://a-pool.czm http://allas.fi
http://seaglasspools.com http://piscineinfoservice.com
Table 3.2: Sample of the training webpages for ‘Swimming Pools & Spas’ persona
3.6 Measuring OBA
In this section we present the results obtained with our measurement system for the
purpose of answering the following essential questions regarding OBA (i) How frequently
is OBA used in online advertising?; (ii) Does OBA target users differently based on
their profiles?; (iii) Is OBA applied to sensitive topics?; (iv) Is OBA more pronounced
in certain geographic regions compared with others?; (v) Does Do-Not-Track have any
impact on OBA?
We will start by analysing a concrete example and try to help the reader follow along
the different steps of our methodology. After that we will present holistic results from a
large set of experiemtns.
3.6.1 Specific case: Swimming Pools & Spas and Google
Let us consider a persona, ‘Swimming Pools & Spas’, and a source, ‘Google’, to present
the results obtained in each step of our methodology for this specific case. Table 3.2
shows the set of training webpages for the ‘Swimming Pools & Spas’ persona. One can
observe by the name of the webpages their direct relation to the ‘Swimming Pools &
Spas’ persona.
We train this persona as described in Section 3.4.2. Then, in the post-processing phase
we tag the training and landing webpages using our 3 sources. To describe the process
in this subsection we refer to the results obtained for ‘Google’. Table 3.3 shows the 6
keywords that Google assigns to the training websites in the first column. However, this
initial set of keywords may present some contamination including keywords unrelated
to the ‘Swimming Pools & Spas’ persona. Hence, we compute the semantic similarity
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Training Keywords Filtered Training
Keywords
Gems & Jewellery —
Gyms & Health Clubs —
Outdoor Toys & Play Equipment Outdoor Toys & Play Equipment
Security Products & Services Security Products & Services
Surf & Swim Surf & Swim
Swimming Pools & Spas Swimming Pools & Spas
Table 3.3: Keywords associated to the training websites for ‘Swimming Pools & Spas’
using Google as source before and after applying the semantic overlapping filtering with
N = 2 and T = 2.5
TTK BAiLP
Fr 1 0.17
Fs&c 1 0.75
Fd&g 1 0.97
Table 3.4: TTK and BAiLP values after applying each filter for the ‘Swimming Pools
& Spas’ persona and ‘Google’ source.
between these keywords and the keywords assigned by other sources to the training
webpages with N = 2 and T = 2.5. This technique eliminates 2 keywords and leaves a
final set of 4 training keywords shown in the second column of Table 3.3.
Let us now focus on the landing webpages. Our experiments provide a total of 381
unique landing webpages after filter Fr. Then, we pass each of these webpages for Fs&c
and Fd&g filters sequentially. Each filter eliminates 226 and 128 of the initial landing
pages, respectively. This indicates that contextual ads (eliminated by Fs&c) are the more
frequent type of ads. After applying each filter we compute the value of the two defined
metrics (TTK and BAiLP) using the resultant set of landing pages and its associated
keywords and show them in Table 3.4. The results suggest a high presence of OBA
ads. Indeed, the obtained TTK values indicate that 100% of the training keywords are
targeted and thus they appear among the landing keywords. Moreover, the BAiLP shows
that, depending on the specific applied filter, between 17 and 97% of received ads by our
‘Swimming Pools & Spas’ persona are associated to landing pages tagged with keyword
from the training set and thus are likely to be associated to OBA advertising. Note
that in the extreme case where no filters are applied, BAiLP represents the percentage
of all ads shown that are suspected to be targeted (17% for ‘Swimming Pools & Spas’
persona). In the other extreme, when all filters are applied, BAiLP shows the same
percentage after having removed all advertisements that can be attributed to one of the
known categories described in Section 3.3 (97% for ‘Swimming Pools & Spas’ persona).
Finally, Table 3.5 shows the Top 10 landing pages associated to a larger number of ads
shown during our experiment. We observe that the three most frequent landing pages,
that amount to most of the ads shown to our persona, are related to Swimming Pools,
pointing clearly to OBA.
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Landing Webpages Num. ads
www.abrisud.co.uk 1195
www.endlesspools.com 106
www.samsclub.com 16
www.paradisepoolsms.com 8
www.habitissimo.es 8
www.abrisud.es 6
ww.atrium-kobylisy.cz 6
www.piscines-caron.com 5
athomerecreation.net 4
www.saunahouse.cz 4
Table 3.5: Top 10 list of landing webpages and the number of times their associated
ads were shown to our ‘Swimming Pools & Spas’ persona.
3.6.2 How frequent is OBA?
Let us start analyzing the results obtained with our methodology for each independent
source. For this purpose, Figure 3.2 presents the values of TTK and BAiLP for 10
selected personas in a radar chart. In particular, these results correspond to experiments
run from Spain, with DNT disabled and all filters (Fr, Fs&c, Fd&g) activated. First, TTK
shows its maximum value (i.e., 1) in 9 of the studied personas for Google and Cyren and
in 8 personas for McAfee. Moreover, TTK is not lower than 0.5 in any case. This result
indicates that regardless of the source used to tag websites, typically all the training
keywords of a persona are targeted and then appear in its set of landing keywords.
Second, we observe a much higher heterogeneity for BAiLP across the different sources.
In particular, Cyren seems to consistently offer a high value of BAiLP in comparison
with the other sources whereas McAfee offers the highest (lowest) BAiLP for 5 (3) of the
considered personas and shows a remarkable agreement (BAiLP difference < 0.05) with
Cyren in half of the considered personas. Google is the most restrictive source offering
the lowest BAiLP for 6 personas. In addition it only shows close agreement with Cyren
and McAfee for two personas (‘Air Travel’ and ‘Banking’). These results are due to
the higher granularity offered by Google compared to Cyren and McAfee that makes
more difficult finding matches between training a landing keywords for that source. If
we now compare the BAiLP across the selected personas, we observe that for 27 of the
30 considered cases BAiLP ranges between 0.10 and 0.94 regardless of the source. This
indicates that 10-94% of the received ads by these personas are associated to landing
pages tagged with training keywords and then, they are likely to be the result of OBA.
These preliminary results suggest an important presence of OBA in online advertising.
In order to confirm this observation and understand how representative OBA is, we
have computed the values of our two metrics, TTK and BAiLP, for every combination
of persona, source, set of active filters and setting N = 2, T = T’ = 2.5 in our dataset.
Again these experiments are run from Spain and with DNT disabled. In total 4 runs
of 459 independent experiments were conducted. Figure 3.3 shows the average and
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standard deviation values of TTK and BAiLP for the 51 considered personas, sorted
from higher to lower average BAiLP value. Our results confirm a high presence of OBA
ads. The obtained average TTK values indicate that for 88% of our personas all training
keywords are targeted and appear among the landing keywords (for the other 12% at
least 66% of training keywords match their correspondent landing keywords). This high
overlapping shows unequivocally the existence of OBA. However to more accurately
quantify its representativeness we rely on our BAiLP metric, which demonstrates that
half of our personas are exposed (on average) to 26-63% of ads linked to landing pages
tagged with keywords from the persona training set. Since the overlap is consistently
high, independently of the source, filters used, etc., we conclude that these ads are likely
the result of OBA.
3.6.3 Are some personas more targeted than others?
Figure 3.3 shows a clear variability in the representativeness of OBA for different per-
sonas. Indeed, the distribution of the average BAiLP values across our personas presents
a median value equal to 0.23 with an interquartile range of 0.25 and a max/min value
of 0.63/0.02. This observation invites the following question: “Why are some personas
targeted more intensely than others?”. Our hypothesis is that the level of OBA received
by a persona depends on its economic value for the online advertising market. To val-
idate this hypothesis we leverage the AdWords keyword planner tool9, which enables
us to obtain the suggested Cost per Click (CPC) bids for each of our personas.10 The
bid value is a good indication of the relative economic value of each persona. Then, we
compute the spearman and pearson correlation between the BAiLP and the suggested
CPC for each persona in our dataset. Note that to properly compute the correlation, we
eliminate outlier samples based on the suggested CPC.11 The obtained spearman and
pearson correlations are 0.44 and 0.40 (with p-values of 0.004 and 0.007), respectively.
These results validate our hypothesis since we can observe a marked correlation between
the level of received OBA (BAiLP) and the value of the persona for the online advertising
market (suggested CPC bid).
9https://adwords.google.com/KeywordPlanner
10Specifically, we use the keyword defining the interest of each persona to obtain its suggested CPC
bid.
11We use a standard outlier detection mechanism, which considers a sample as an outlier if it is higher
(smaller) than Q3+1.5*IQR (Q1-1.5*IQR) being Q1, Q3 and IQR the first quartile, the third quartile
and the interquartile range, respectively.
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3.6.4 Is OBA applied to sensitive topics?
The sensitive personas in our dataset present behavioural traits associated to sensitive
topics including health, religion, and politics. Tracking these topics is illegal (at least) in
Europe. To check if this is being respected by the online advertising market, we repeat
the experiment described in the previous subsection for all our 21 sensitive personas,
setting the geographical location in Spain. In this case, we run 4 repetitions of 189
independent experiments.
Figure 3.4 shows the average and standard deviation values of TTK and BAiLP for
each sensitive persona, sorted again from higher to lower average BAiLP value. One
would expect to find values of TTK and BAiLP close to zero indicating that sensitive
personas are not subjected to OBA. Instead, our results reveal that despite the lower
values compared to the personas of Figure 3.3, the median value of average TKK is 0.47
indicating that for half of the sensitive personas at least 47% of the keywords defining
their behavioural trait remain targeted. Moreover, BAiLP results show that 10-40% of
the ads received by half of our sensitive personas are associated to OBA. In summary,
we have provided solid evidence that sensitive topics are tracked and used for online
behavioural targeting despite the existence of regulation against such practices.
3.6.5 Geographical bias of OBA
In order to search for possible geographical bias of OBA, we have run the 459 independent
experiments described in Subsection 3.6.2 using a transparent proxy configured in US
so that visited websites see our measurement traffic coming from a US IP address. For
each persona, we have computed the average BAiLP across all combinations of sources
and filters for the experiments run in Spain vs. US and calculated the BAiLP difference.
Figure 3.5 shows the distribution of average BAiLP difference for the 51 considered
personas in the form of a boxplot. Note that a positive (negative) difference indicates a
major presence of OBA ads in Spain (US). The BAiLP differences are restricted to less
than 10 percentage points across all cases with an insignificant bias (median of BAiLP
difference = 2.5%) towards a major presence of OBA ads in Spain than in US. Hence, we
conclude that there is not a remarkable geographical bias in the application of OBA. Note
that we have repeated the experiment with our other metric, TTK, obtaining similar
conclusions.
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to the behaviour/interests of the user. More importantly, our experiments reveal that
the online advertising market targets behavioural traits associated to sensitive topics
(health, politics or sexuality) despite the existing legislation against it, for instance, in
Europe. Finally, our analysis indicates that there is no significant geographical bias in
the application of OBA and that do-not-track seems to not be enforced by publishers
and aggregators and thus it does not affect OBA. These essential findings pave a solid
ground to continue the research in this area and improve our still vague knowledge on
the intrinsic aspects of the online advertising ecosystem.
3.8 Other Applications
In this section we describe a side application of the methodology explained above as an
example of the applicability of the methodology in other scenarios. In fact, an adapted
version of this methodology has been used to validate the impact of a new service Web
Identity Translation (WIT) on the adverstising ecosystem.
Background: Web Identity Translation (WIT) [85] is a service focus on the needs of
privacy users and the needs of the advertisers to drive Online Behavioural Advertising
(OBA). WIT is a proxy that intervenes between users and the advertising ecosystem to
protect users identity without impacting the advertising ecosystem. We could briefly
defined the main functionality of this proxy as tracking cookies from the browser and
subtitutes them with private cookies to hide the identity of the users and to avoid re-
identification.
Goal: Our objective in this section is to show that the ads seen by an original and a
WIT-ed profile are “similar”. This is a challenging objective since even if one replays the
exact web-stream many, if not most, ads will be different for a variety of reasons that
impact on both auctioned and non-auctioned ad campaigns. Therefore a simplistic one-
for-an comparison of ads does not make much sense since it is not what we expect to see
with or without WIT. What really matters is if the proportion of ads that are targeted
remain qualitatively similar, i.e., if a user that was searching for a car kept receiving car
related ads (albeit for different brands or dealers) after having been WIT-ed.
Therefore, the main goal is to answer the following essential questions: (i) Does the
advertising ecosystem still be aware of the users’ interests after WIT intervention?; (ii)
Are still the users getting similar ads, in terms of topics, related to their interests after
WIT intervention?.
Rationale and Challenges: Our goal is to demonstrate that the use of WIT as
a method of privacy protection does not have a relevant impact over the advertising
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ecosystem. It means that if a user, due to his interests, is shown ads in a specific topic
then, after using WIT, the topic will persist. Notice that we do not attempt to uncover
correlation between users’ web history and ads shown to him. We merely try to detect
whether users’ interests have been affected (i.e. different perception by the advertising
ecosystem) by using WIT.
To achieve this goal, we face several challenges. Firstly, one of the requirements of the
system is the feasibility of operating as a real system. Therefore, we need to get a
dataset of real users and their web history for the validation. Furthermore, the length
associated to these web history (i.e. number of visited webpages) is a key aspect of the
validation process. Our hypothesis is that users with identical web history and browsing
patterns will tend to exhibit same interests, and then same type of ads, as long as an
enough browsing time has elapsed (i.e. in the long term) and/or enough webpages with
high relevance for the advertisers have been visited12. The second challenge is related
to obtaining relevant ads shown to the analysed user. Most websites contain several
static ads or ads related to the content of the website (i.e. contextual ads), and these
ads are shown without distinction to most of the users. Therefore, we need to address
how to filter these types of ads in order to differentiate the basis profile of a user from
its differentiator profile. Finally, how to decide if two profiles are similar among them.
Details of the Methodology: In summary, the main differences are the following:
- Selection of Users/Profiles: real web history instead of artificial users. We run 5 in-
stances of each user.
- Visiting Pattern: sequential navigation along the whole web history instead of ran-
domly.
- Control Pages (i.e. set of pages to collect ads): we injected 3 control pages every 10
pages in the web history.
- Filtering different types of ads: we only filter static and contextual ads (i.e. ads shown
to the clean profile).
- We compared (always in terms of keywords) the original stream with the WIT-ed
stream (over all repetitions) and then again the original stream and the clean profile
that had an empty browsing history.
Results: The validation is conducted using a dataset composed by 21 real web history.
It is worth noting that the duration of these web history may range from a few days to
months and, therefore, replicate the same temporal pattern is completely unworkable.
Therefore, we have set an interval time between websites equal to 60 seconds.
12Looking to the advertising ecosystem, it seems obvious to think that visits to Online Social Networks
(e.g. Facebook or Twitter) do not provide the same type of information about your interests as if you
visit, for example, several car insurance webpages
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Collective Advertising
4.1 Motivation
Trending Topics seem to be a powerful tool to be used in marketing and advertisement
contexts, however there is not any rigorous analysis that demonstrates this. In this
chapter we present a first effort in this direction. We use a dataset including more
than 800K Trending Topics from 35 countries and 215 cities collected over a period of 3
months as basis to characterize the visibility offered by Trending Topics. Furthermore,
by using metrics that rely on the exposure time of Trending Topics and the penetra-
tion of Twitter, we compare the visibility provided by Trending Topics and traditional
advertisement channels such as newspapers’ ads or radio-stations’ commercials for sev-
eral countries. Our study confirms that Trending Topics offer a comparable visibility to
the aforementioned traditional advertisement channels in those countries where we have
conducted our comparison study. In addition, using a standard metric, the Cost Per
Mille, we show that marketing campaigns based on Trending Topics seem to be more
cost effective than those based on newspapers’ ads. Hence, we conclude that Trending
Topics can be useful in marketing and advertisement contexts in an efficient manner.
4.2 Introduction
In particular, we study the visibility of World Wide Trending Topics (WW-TT), but
more interestingly from the point of view of marketing1 we analyze the visibility pro-
vided by the Trending Topics from 35 different countries (Country-TT) and the Trending
Topics of the main cities of these countries (City-TT). Toward this end, we first define
1Marketing experts are interested on studying different regional markets.
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and implement a high resolution measurement methodology that leverages the Twit-
ter API to collect the list of TTs with a resolution of dozens of seconds. Using this
methodology we have collected 3 WW-TTs datasets between Sep 2011 and May 2013
that all together include more than 80K TTs. Using these datasets we demonstrate that
the resolution provided by our methodology enables the detection of any change in the
visibility of TTs. Identifying these changes is of high importance in the aforementioned
marketing or advertisement contexts.
Furthermore, we use the same methodology to collect a dataset including more than
110K Country-TTs from 35 countries and more than 700K City-TTs over a period of
3 months in 2013. We use this dataset to compare the visibility offered by TTs across
these countries and cities. In order to perform a complete comparison we define three
metrics. The first one helps us to compare the net-visibility (i.e., the actual time of
exposure) of TTs whereas the other two metrics named potential-visibility and potential-
online-visibility take into account the penetration of Twitter among the population and
the population with Internet access in a country (or a city), respectively. These met-
rics give an insight on the fraction of the population (or “online population”) that the
Local TTs are able to reach in a country (or a city). In addition, we use the aforemen-
tioned metrics to compare the visibility offered by TTs and traditional advertisement
channels such as newspapers’ ads and radio-stations’ commercials for several countries
with rather different demographics and cultural backgrounds. In addition, we use an
standard metric such as the Cost Per Mille (CPM) to compare the cost effectiveness of
advertising campaigns based in Trending Topics and newspapers’ ads.
To complete our analysis, we analyze the variability offered by TTs visibility within a
country and a city. In particular, for 3 selected countries (Ireland, New Zealand and
UK) we present a deep analysis of their TTs visibility: (i) using a novel and efficient
methodology we classify the TTs of a country in different semantic categories and study
which categories are more likely to become TT and which ones offer higher visibility
periods; (ii) we study whether TTs visibility follows a diurnal pattern as Internet traffic
[86] and many other online services do. Finally, we present a study of the variability
of TTs visibility for the cities of 4 countries (US, UK, BR and JP) in our dataset and
make a comparison of the visibility offered by the TTs of the Top 15 cities in Twitter.
In summary, the main contributions of this chapter are twofold: First, a measurement
methodology that allows to monitor the visibility of TTs and its evolution over time.
Second, a methodology to properly characterize the visibility of TTs within a country
that permits to perform meaningful comparative analyses with other countries or with
traditional advertisement channels. The utilization of these methodologies led to the
following insights:
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- Our results show that the median visibility of TTs is higher than that offered by
radio-stations’ commercials and newspapers’ ads in 4 and 9 out of 10 studied countries,
respectively. Hence, we conclude that (at least for the studied countries) TTs can be
considered a useful tool in marketing and advertisement contexts.
- However, there is a strong variability on the visibility that TTs offer in different coun-
tries and also across Trending Topics within a country (i.e. City-level). In addition, the
penetration of traditional media and TTs varies substantially accross countries. There-
fore, we cannot generalize the previous conclusion for all the TTs in every country.
- The CPM of promoted Trending Topics in US is 2 order of magnitude smaller than that
of a major newspaper such as the Wall Street Journal. This indicates that marketing
campaigns based on Trending Topics are very cost efficient.
- Our detailed examination of few countries reveals that “Hashtags” present a higher
visibility than other “non-hashtaged” TTs related to “Sport Events” or “Celebrities”.
Furthermore, the exposure time of TTs presents a clear diurnal pattern for most of the
studied countries. Specifically, TTs provide longer visibility periods during night hours
when fewer users are connected.
- City-Level Trending Topics offer two order of magnitude more visibility than Country-
level Trending Topics for the analyzed countries.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.3 describes our measurement
methodology and our datasets. Section 4.4 details our methodology to evaluate the visi-
bility of TTs within a country while we devote Section 4.5 to put in context our analysis
doing a comparison with traditional advertisement channels. Section 4.6 compares the
cost-efficiency of advertisement campaigns based on promoted Trends and newspapers
ads in US. Section 4.7 dissects the visibility of TTs within a country from a semantic
perspective and a city-level analysis whereas Section 4.8 characterizes the visibility of
City-Level Trending Topics. Finally, in Section 4.9 we discuss the main conclusions of
this chapter.
4.3 Measurement Methodology, Metrics and Datasets
In this section we describe our large scale measurement methodology to collect informa-
tion for thousands of Trending Topics over a period of several months. Additionally, we
define temporal metrics to be used in the rest of the chapter. We also discuss the basic
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filtering techniques applied to produce meaningful datasets and finally we summarize
the datasets used to conduct our analysis.
4.3.1 Measurement Methodology
Twitter provides different APIs to access the information available in the system2. In
our methodology we leverage two of these APIs, namely the REST and Streaming APIs.
We query the REST API to obtain the list of 10 TTs at a given instant and for a given
location (e.g., a country or city). Since the maximum number of queries allowed by
Twitter to the REST API is 150 per hour, we are able to collect the list of TTs every 24
seconds for a given location. This guarantees a fine grain time resolution in the sampling
of the Trending Topics list. Furthermore, we query the Streaming API to retrieve the
tweets associated to a given Trending Topic. The Streaming API offers a best effort
service in which the system provides as many tweets as it can (depending on the load)
including the term (i.e., Trending Topic) requested in the query. In particular, our tool
uses the Streaming API to collect tweets associated to the 20 most recent TTs at any
moment.
Using multiple instances of our tool we are able to collect data from World Wide (WW)
Trending Topics as well as Local Trending Topics from 35 different countries and 215
cities in parallel3.
4.3.2 Temporal Metrics
The visibility of a TT is basically defined by the time that it is shown to users that
we refer to as exposure time. We use the following meaningful metrics to capture the
temporal characteristics of TTs:
- number of active periods, this metric counts the number of times that a given topic
has become TT. We refer to each one of those active periods as an instance.
- total active time, this metric captures the total time a topic has been TT across one
or multiple active periods, i.e., the total exposure time.
- age, this metric measures the total time between the first instant and the last instant
a topic is a TT across one or multiple active periods.
To clarify these concepts, let us consider the following simple example: a topic that has
been Trending Topic on Jan 1st 2013 between 9 AM and 9:30 AM, on Jan 1st between
2https://dev.twitter.com/docs
3This was the number of countries and cities offering the list of Trending Topics at the moment of
the data collection campaign.
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Trending Topics selection algorithm works in intervals of seconds. Note that previous
works considered that the list of TTs was updated in intervals of 5 minutes [44] or 20
minutes [45].
This real time selection of TTs produces a phenomenon that we refer to as oscillations.
This occurs when a topic enters and leaves the Trending Topic list several times in
a short period of time (e.g., a few minutes). However, oscillations are unlikely to be
observed by users since neither the web interface of Twitter nor Twitter API-based ap-
plications refresh the Trending Topic information as frequently as our measurement tool.
Therefore, in order to better approximate the user experience we would like to process
the collected data in order to filter these short-term oscillations. For this purpose, we
consider that a topic that presents one or more oscillations within a period of X minutes
has been a Trending Topic during the whole X minutes period. Figure 4.1 shows the
CDF of the active time of single instances of TTs after applying the described technique
for X = 3, 5, 10, 20, 30, 60, 600 and 1440 minutes. The result suggests that a value of X
= 5 min suffices to eliminate most of the short-term oscillations (i.e., those in the order
of seconds or few minutes) and do not merge those long-term oscillations (i.e., those in
the order of tens of minutes). Therefore, we filter out the oscillations using this value.
We have repeated the experiments described along the chapter with other values of X
(3 and 7 minutes) obtaining similar results.
4.3.4 Datasets
Using the measurement methodology and data filtering technique described in this sec-
tion we collected the following datasets:
WW-TT: This dataset is formed by 3 traces including all the WW-TTs in 3 different
periods of approximately 3 months each.
Country-TT: This dataset was collected in parallel to our most recent WW-TT trace.
It includes the Local Trending Topics for 35 countries over a period of 3 months.
City-TT: This dataset was also collected in parallel to our most recent WW-TT trace.
It includes the Local Trending Topics for 215 cities spread across 30 countries over a
period of 3 months.
The specific dates of data collection along with the number of TTs included in each trace
are shown in Table 4.1.
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the distributions of Jan’12, Feb’12 and those from 2013. Specifically, the parameter K of
the test varies between 0.06 and 0.15 in all cases. However, when we compare any of the
first three months to any of the other months the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test concludes
that the distributions are significantly different, in particular, K varies between 0.27 and
0.32.
Moreover, Figure 4.2(b) shows the distribution of TTs age for our three WW-TT
datasets. Again, we observe that the distribution for this metric is similar for WW-TT-
2012 and WW-TT-2013 and different from WW-TT-2011. This confirms the reported
change in TTs visibility. In particular, the modification in the TTs selection algorithm
in Dec 2011 yielded around 80% of TTs (i.e., those that have one or two close active
periods) to present a lower age in our WW-TT-2012 and WW-TT-2013 than in the
WW-TT-2011 dataset. However, this trend is reversed for the 20% TTs presenting a
longer Age (i.e., those with several associated active periods). This suggests that the
TTs selection algorithm implemented since Dec 2011, in addition to shorten the active
time of TTs instances, also requires that the period of time with a relative reduced vol-
ume of tweets for a topic to become TT again to be longer. It is worth to mention that
we have performed equivalent Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests for this metric as for the total
active time obtaining similar results.
Finally, Figure 4.2(c) shows the distribution of the number of active periods (or in-
stances) for our WW-TT datasets. The results indicate that this distribution is similar
for the three datasets. Then, the modification of TTs selection algorithm in Dec 2011
has not affected the ability of TTs to achieve this status multiple times, however as
noted before the time between TTs instances has increased.
In summary, the results presented in this subsection confirm that the proposed mea-
surement methodology is capable of accurately capture the visibility associated to TTs
as well as identifying any change it may suffer along time.
4.4 Methodology to characterize the visibility of Local TTs
In this section we present a methodology to characterize the visibility of Local TTs in a
country or city and compare it with that offered by TTs in other countries or cities. For
this purpose we define three meaningful metrics named net-visibility, potential-visibility
and potential-online-visibility.
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we have defined a normalized metric that considers these two aspects. We refer to this
metric as potential-visibility (PV) and it is expressed as follows:
PV = NV #Twitter users
country population
∈ [0, 1]. (4.2)
where, the fraction term represents the penetration of Twitter in a country. In partic-
ular, the #Twitter users is calculated as the % of registered Twitter users in a country
(as obtained from our previous work [94]) multiplied by the most recent value of over-
all registered users reported by Twitter (554M)8. Furthermore, the population of each
country is obtained from the World Bank statistics [95]. The potential-visibility for a
country is computed as the median of the potential-visibility for the TTs of that country.
We have defined a second valuable metric, the potential-online-visibility (PoV). This is
a normalized metric that considers the penetration of Twitter among the Internet users
of a country rather than among the whole country population. The number of Internet
users for a country is also obtained from the Mundial Bank statistics. The expression
for the PoV for a TT is the following:
PoV = NV #Twitter users#Internet users ∈ [0, 1]. (4.3)
Differently from the potential-visibility, that characterizes the capacity of TTs to reach
the population of a country, this metric captures the capacity of TTs to reach the
Internet users of that country. Then, a person or company interested on having online
presence would be more interested in this second metric9. Furthermore, it is worth noting
that by definition the potential-online-visibility ≥ potential-visibility and the equality
happens only if the Internet penetration in a country is 100% (i.e., all the citizens from
a country have Internet access). Again, the potential-online-visibility for a country can
be computed as the median of the potential-online-visibility for its TTs.
Figures 4.5(b) and 4.5(c) present the sorted list (from highest to lowest) of the 35 studied
countries based on their potential-visibility and potential-online-visibility, respectively.
These figures allow to easily identify those countries in which TTs have potential to reach
a larger portion of the population (Figure 4.5(b)) and/or the online population (Figure
4.5(c)). We believe that these metrics are of high interest to evaluate the usefulness of
TTs in marketing and advertisement contexts.
8http://www.statisticbrain.com/twitter-statistics/
9Note that in many cases advertisement campaigns have a specific target audience. Our metrics can
be adapted to those cases. In particular, we would need to change the penetration value considering the
estimated number of Twitter users belonging to the target audience and the size of the target audience
in the numerator and denominator, respectively.
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As we guessed, the potential-visibility (and the potential-online-visibility) depicts a quite
different picture than the net-visibility. For instance, Ireland (IE) that is ranked 14th
based on the net-visibility occupies the 2nd position based on the potential-visibility (1st
based on the potential-online-visibility). This occurs because despite IE has a medium
net-visibility, it shows a high Twitter penetration and thus the potential of TTs to reach
a higher portion of the population is higher than in most of other countries. We observe
the opposite effect for Nigeria (NG) that has the 5th highest net-visibility, but due to
the low penetration of Twitter in the country, it shows the 2nd lowest potential-visibility
(the lowest potential-online-visibility).
Finally, it is worth to mention that we observe slight variations between the ranking of
potential-visibility and potential-online-visibility metrics for most of the countries. This
variability is dictated by the different penetration of Internet in different countries.
4.5 Trending Topics vs. Traditional Advertisement Chan-
nels
In this section we first introduce the most common metric used to measure the visibility
of ads in traditional media and discuss why it is not appropriate to assess the visibility
of Trending Topics. Afterwards, we leverage the methodology and metrics described in
the previous section to make a comparison of the potential visibility offered by TTs and
ads in traditional media.
4.5.1 Background on assessment of visibility in Traditional Advertise-
ment Channels
There is a standard metric used to measure the visibility achieved by ads in traditional
media (e.g., radio-stations, TV channels or newspapers). This metric is named Gross
Rating Point (GRP) [96, 97] and is expressed as follows:
GRP = frequency · reach (4.4)
Where the reach and the frequency are defined as:
- The reach is the ratio between the number of individuals within the target audience
(e.g., men over 50) that use the specific media (e.g., a specific radio-station or TV
channel) and the total number of individuals within the target audience.
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- The frequency is the ratio between the number of views (listenings) of an ad and the
number of people who viewed (listened to) that ad. In other words, it indicates the
average number of views (listenings) of an ad per user.
On the one hand, the reach used in the GRP is exactly the same metric as the penetra-
tion we use to compute our PV. On the other hand, marketing companies rely on the
information provided by audiometers to compute the frequency for ads in TV-channels
or radio-stations. These are devices installed in houses that monitor the watching (lis-
tening) activity of TV (radio-station) users. In the case of newspapers this metric is
estimated based on the Readership. This is, the number of daily readers of a newspa-
per. Unfortunately, the frequency is a metric rather difficult to measure for alternative
advertisement channels such as Trending Topics. Indeed, there is a controversial debate
regarding the suitability of GRP for advertisement in online media [98, 99].
Our PV metric considers the time of exposure of an ad, that is an objective metric
(similarly to the frequency), but it can be accurately measured for both traditional
advertisement channels (e.g., radio-stations’ commercials or newspapers’ ads) and alter-
native ads channels such as TTs. Hence, our PV (contrary to GRP) allows comparing
the visibility of traditional and new types of advertisement channels.
4.5.2 Visibility of Trending Topics vs. Newspapers’ ads and Radio-
stations’ commercials
In this subsection we apply the metrics defined in Section 4.4 to traditional advertisement
channels such as newspapers’ ads and radio-stations’ commercials and compare their
visibility to that offered by TTs for 10 selected countries: Canada (CA), Colombia
(CO), Ireland (IE), France (FR), Germany (DE), Guatemala (GT), New Zealand (NZ),
Spain (ES), United Kingdom (UK) and United States (US).
Let us focus first on newspapers’ ads. We consider full-page ads for our analysis and thus
α is equal to 1 because the ad uses all the bandwidth of the medium. For comparison
purposes we assume that an ad appears in a newspaper every day over a period equivalent
to the duration of our Country-TT-2013 dataset (90 days). Finally, [100] report that
the average time that readers dedicate to an ad in newspapers is 17.26 seconds. In
particular, their results are obtained from an experimental study in which they use
eye-tracking techniques on a population of slightly more than 3600 users. Using these
values we can estimate the average total active time associated to newspapers’ ads
that would be equal to 17.26 (sec/day)* 90(days) = 25 min and 53 sec. Moreover,
the information regarding newpapers’ readership is typically available. In particular we
have collected that information for some of the most popular newspapers in the countries
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under consideration. The described data allows us to estimate the net-visibility and the
potential-visibility10 for popular newspapers of the studied countries.
Now, we consider the example of radio-stations’ commercials. Again, α is 1 because
radio stations’ commercials use all the bandwidth of the medium. We consider the
traditional duration of radio-stations’ commercials of 60 seconds for our analysis. Note
that slots of 15 or 30 seconds are typically offered by radio-stations as well [101, 102].
Furthermore, radio-stations’ advertisement campaigns vary between few weeks and few
months depending on their goal. Then, for comparison purposes we consider the duration
of our dataset (90 days) that is included in this range. Finally, the advertiser has to
define a schedule for the ad. This is, the number of used slots per day and time-
frames associated to those slots (morning, afternoon, evening or night). To this end,
advertisement companies indicate that an ad should be listened at least 3 or 4 times by
a person in order to be sure that he/she got the message [103, 104]. Hence, they use this
reference value to define the most suitable schedule for each specific campaign. In our
case, we consider an aggressive campaign in which the ad is played three times in every
time-frame (12 times a day) so that the probability of people listening to it 4 times is
high.
We can use the previous data to estimate the total active time associated to a radio-
station’s commercials as 60 (sec/commercial) *12 (commercials/day)*90 (days) = 1080
minutes. Furthermore, the audience of some of the most popular radio-stations in the
considered countries is publicly available. Hence, with the described data we can com-
pute our visibility metrics for those radio-stations.
The computed net-visibility for radio-stations’ commercials and newspapers’ ads is
0.5927 and 0.2760, respectively. Comparing these results with the median net-visibility
of TTs for the 35 countries shown in Figure 4.5(a) we observe that radio-stations’ com-
mercials present a significantly higher net-visibility that TTs in all the 35 countries.
Furthermore, TTs offer a slightly higher net-visibility than newspapers’ ads in only 3
countries: New Zealand (NZ), Arab Emirates (AE) and Pakistan (PK). Hence, we con-
clude that ads in traditional media enjoy longer exposure times than Trending Topics.
However, as indicated in Section 4.4 the potential-visibility is a more accurate metric
since it takes into account the penetration of the specific media in the country. Figure
4.6 shows the potential-visibility associated to popular radio-stations’ commercials and
newspapers’ ads as well as the median potential-visibility of TTs for the 10 considered
countries. We observe that the potential-visibility depicts a different picture than the
net-visibility due to the different penetration of Twitter, newspapers and radio-stations
10The potential-online-visibility does not make sense in this case since we are not considering online
media.
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matter and requires further research11. Second, our analysis has been conducted under
certain assumptions. For instance, we have only considered popular radio-stations and
newspapers in each country with a higher penetration than the average newspapers or
radio-stations in those countries. Furthermore we have considered values that represent
realistic advertisement campaigns in newspapers and radio-stations, but other type of
campaigns are possible and may lead to different visibility results. Finally, some other
subtle aspects such as how the ad support (e.g., audio vs text vs images) affects the
attention of the user have not been considered.
4.6 Estimating the economical value of getting a Trending
Topic
In the previous section we have analyzed the visibility offered by TTs showing that it is
similar to that offered by other traditional media. In this section we would like to extend
our previous discussion providing some economic figures. In particular, we analyze and
compare the cost effectiveness of an advertisement campaign based on newspapers ads
and promoted services in Twitter. For this purpose we rely on a well-known metric
in the advertisement industry, the Cost Per Mille (CPM). Furthermore, the conducted
analysis helps to better understand what is the value associated to a regular Trending
Topic. Before presenting the obtained results we briefly describe the different promoted
products of Twitter and explain why we have selected the CPM in front of other existing
metrics.
4.6.1 Promoted Products on Twitter
In April 2010 Twitter launched the first phase of its Promoted Tweets platform going
a step further in Twitter ads [105]. Around six months later Promoted Accounts and
Promoted Trends were added to the suite of Promoted Products [106]. These are paid-
products which are purchased by advertisers to amplify their visibility and promote their
brands, products and services in Twitter.
In this work we are interested in the Promoted Trends. A Promoted Trend, as defined
by Twitter [107], is similar to a regular Trending Topic that appears on top of the list
of regular TTs. Promoted Trends are purchased in slots of 24 hours and are shown to
Twitter users in a given geographical area, typically a country, during these 24 hours.
The cost of a promoted Trend varies depending on the geographical location, for instance
11Note that companies have the option of purchasing Promoted Trending Topics that follow a similar
business model (pay-per-slot) as traditional ad channels.
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Promoted Trends are cheaper in Latin America than in US. Specifically, the cost of a 24
hours Promoted Trend has significantly increased from $80K in 2010 to $200K in 2013
[108] in US. Furthermore, the cost also varies for special events. For instance, world
wide Promoted Trends are being sold for $600K during the 2014 Soccer World Cup
[109]. Finally, there is a difference worth noting between Promoted and Regular TTs.
Promoted Trends are shown to all Twitter users within the targeted country C whereas
the regular TTs of C are visible to those Twitter users that have selected to see the list
of TTs of C. For instance, US Promoted Trends are shown to all Twitter users that log
in Twitter from an US IP address, whereas US regular Trending Topics are shown to
those Twitter users (regardless if they are in US or not) that select to see the list of US
Trending Topics in their account.
The previous information gives us a first rough indication of the value of a regular
Trending Topic. For instance, a regular TT in US lasting 24 hours would be valued
in ∼$200K. Note that this is a ball park estimation due to the highlighted differences
between Promoted and regular TTs.
4.6.2 Metrics to measure the Cost Effectiveness of Advertisement
Campaigns
The Cost Per Mille (CPM) is a standard metric to assess and compare the cost effec-
tiveness of advertising campaigns in different media [97]. It is expressed as follows:
CPM = Advertising Cost
Generated Impressions
(4.5)
where Generated Impressions represent the amount (in thousands) of, for example, the
circulation (the views) of an ad (Promoted Trend) in newspapers (Twitter). Note that
our assumption is that whenever a user logs in their Twitter account one impression is
generated with probability equal to the value of α (0.51) introduced in Section 4.4.2.
Hence, the total number of daily generated impressions of a Promoted Trend in a country
C is computed as:
Generated ImpressionsTW (C) = α · #Daily T ime Line V iewsTW (C) (4.6)
where #Daily T ime Line V iewsTW (C) represents the daily number of timeline views
made by active users in C.
There exist other metrics used to assess the cost effectiveness of online advertising cam-
paigns such as the Cost-Per-Click (CPC) used, for instance, in banner-based ads or
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Cost-Per-Acquisition (CPA) which is mainly used in affiliate marketing. These metrics
rely on external information. In the case of the CPC, we need to know whether the ad
was clicked and thus resulted in a visit to the webpage of the advertiser. Whereas to
compute the CPA we need to know if the click on the ad ended up into a purchase in
the advertiser webpage. Contrary to the CPM, these metrics do not work for ads in
traditional media. Then, we leverage the CPM in the rest of the section to conduct our
comparative study.
4.6.3 CPM of Promoted Trends vs Newspapers’ ads
We perform our comparison study for US since it is the country for which we have
accurate values for the cost of a Promoted Trend ($200K). Therefore using the definition
of CPM and Generated ImpressionsTW (C) defined above12, we obtain that the CPM
for Promoted Trends in US is $0.63. This value is very close to the average CPM ($0.56)
reported for Social networking sites [111].
In order to compare the cost effectiveness of Promoted Trends with traditional media,
we leverage the CPM reported by the Wall Street Journal (WSJ) [112], a major US
newspaper. In particular, the CPM of a full page ad of the WSJ with an associated cost
of $150K is $28.81.
The obtained results suggest that the cost effectiveness of Promoted Trends is two order
of magnitude larger than the one of ads in major newspapers. This result is reasonable
because ads in newspapers involve physical material, qualified personnel and additional
resources. Furthermore, as indicated in Section 4.5, our discussion does not take into
account some relevant, but hard to measure, aspects such as how different ad supports
(e.g., text vs image) influences the attention of the user.
Finally, the conducted analysis helps us to provide a ball park estimation of the economi-
cal value of a regular Trending Topic in terms of advertising campaign costs. The ob-
tained results suggest that regular TTs are expected to obtain lower CPM than ads in
traditional media (i.e., newspapers) and thus are more cost efficient.
12Note that to compute the daily number of timeline views we use the data reported by Twitter about
the average number of timeline views and the daily number of active US users in [110].
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4.7 Analysis of the variability of TTs visibility within a
country
As Figure 4.3 revealed, there exists a notable difference, over an order of magnitude,
in the total active time across Local TTs in a country. Hence, distinct TTs within a
country enjoy rather different visibility. In this section we dig into this difference. In
particular, we conduct the following analyses: (i) we present a methodology whose aim
is to unveil which type of TTs are likely to provide a higher visibility and (ii) we study
whether the visibility offered by TTs at different times of the day presents an identifiable
daily pattern. Due to space limitation, we present the obtained results for three selected
countries. Specifically, we have chosen one country from each one of the temporal-
visibility groups defined in Section 4.4 to guarantee the diversity in our selection: New
Zeland (NZ) from the HtV group, Ireland (IE) from the MtV group and UK from the
LtV group. Note that we will refer to results for other countries when warranted.
Before going into those analyses, we would like to briefly extend our comparison
between TTs and traditional advertisement channels. In the previous section we have
used the median value of the different visibility metrics of TTs within a country to
perform the comparison study. However, due to the high variability of TTs visibility
in a country, we would like to present more statistically meaningful results. To this
end, we have computed the percentage of TTs that present a higher potential-visibility
than radio-stations’ commercials and newspapers’ ads for each one of the 10 countries
analyzed in Section 4.5. Figure 4.7 shows the obtained results. First, at least 85% TTs
present a higher potential-visibility than newspapers’ ads in all countries but Guatemala
in which due to the high penetration of the considered newspaper only the top 1% most
visible Trending Topics would achieve a higher visibility than ads in that newspaper.
Second, in the case of radio-stations’ commercials we observe a high variability in the
results. For instance, in FR, GE and ES the visibility of commercials in the considered
radio-stations’ is higher than for any TT whereas in US we observe the opposite effect,
99% TTs enjoy more visibility than commercials in the considered radio-station. This
variability is dictated by the interplay of the penetration of different media as well as
the associated net-visibility.
In summary, these results confirm the conclusion from Section 4.5: Trending Topics offer
a visibility comparable to traditional ad channels and then they are useful as a tool in
marketing and advertisement contexts. However, the high variability observed in the
visibility of TTs across (and within) countries requires to conduct an individual analysis
for each specific case to obtain accurate results.
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Table 4.2: List of Semantic classes and categories. For each category we also indicate
the source as follows: DBp for DBpedia, IMDb for IMDb and Self for Self-defined
categories.
CLASS CATEGORY EXAMPLE
Hashtags — (Self) #FirstQuestionsAsked
Athlete (DBp) Andrew Sheridan
Sport Events (Self) Chelsea - Liverpool
Sports-Related Other Sport Issues (DBp) Conmebol
College Coach (DBp) Mike McQueary
Feelings & Emotions Positive (Self) Happy Birthday Britney
Negative (Self) RIP Perez Hilton
Architectural Structure (DBp) US Capitol
Administrative Region (DBp) Northern Iowa
Places &Buildings Feature (DBp) La Cartuja
City (DBp) Amsterdam
Populated place (DBp) Cannes
Agent (DBp) Hugh Grant
Office holder (DBp) Bill Clinton
Celebrities Politician (DBp) John McCain
Artist (DBp) Freddie Mercury
Famous person (IMDb) Christine Reyes
Writer (DBp) Edgar Allen Poe
Album (DBp) Love After War
Movies (IMDb) Finding NEMO
Book (DBp) Geek Love
Work (DBp) Reservoir Dogs
Entertainment Character (IMDb) Batman & Robin
Video games (DBp) Death Race
Film (DBp) Celda 211
Single (DBp) Bad Romance
TV show (DBp) American Idol
Organization (DBp) RTVE, Spanair
Companies Privately held company (DBp) Twitter
Public company (DBp) Jackson Hewitt
Diseases (DBp) HIV
Others First name (DBp) Danielle
Wide-body aircraft (DBp) Boeing 767
Unclassified — Take Facebook Down
it provides a hierarchical ontology that currently covers 359 semantic categories that are
described by one or more properties from a pool of 1775.
- IMDb14 is a popular database including information related to a large number of
entertainment resources such as movies, TV shows, actors/actresses, etc. Contrary to
DBpedia, IMDb does not provide a structured classification for the stored resources.
14http://www.imdb.com
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Table 4.3: Distribution of Local TTs from UK, IE and NZ across the defined semantic
classes.
NZ IE UK
Hashtags 53,72% 47,31% 39,13%
Sports-Related 3,46% 5,96% 10,80%
Feeling & Emotions 0,80% 0,84% 0,76%
Places & Buildings 3,86% 7,39% 4,58%
Celebrities 7,45% 9,79% 14,19%
Entertainment 8,64% 7,58% 8,85%
Companies 3,59% 3,95% 3,06%
Others 13,70% 11,67% 8,99%
Unclassified 4,79% 5,51% 9,65%
- Self-defined categories: Manual inspection of TTs reveals some common semantic cat-
egories that although easily identifiable for a human being are not recognized by either
DBpedia or IMDb. In particular, we identify two of these categories: (i) Sport Events,
our manual inspection reveals that TTs are commonly used to reflect events related to
different sport games, such as the score of football games. Examples of this are TTs
such as ’Arsenal 1-2 Manchester United’ or ’Gol de Benzema’. (ii) Feelings/Emotions,
our manual inspection also suggests that TTs are used to express emotions, feelings,
preferences, greetings, etc. Therefore it is common to find TTs including words such as
’Happy’, ’Love’ or ’Hate’. Examples of these TTs are ’Happy Birthday Andy Carroll’
or ’We Love Hunger Games’. Therefore, our tool classifies those TTs that include one
(or more) emotion-related word(s) and neither DBpedia nor IMDb are able to classify
in the Feelings/Emotions class.
Moreover, we consider Hashtags as a separate category. As indicated in the Introduction
hashtags are a special functionality of Twitter that is widely used and thus understand-
ing whether they offer a higher/lower visibility than “non-hashtaged” topics is of high
interest for commercial and advertisement purposes.
The large number of potential output categories provided by DBpedia and the lack of
structure of IMBb would make infeasible to conduct a meaningful analysis of the seman-
tic context of TTs using their provided results. To address this issue, we have performed
a careful merging process in which we group semantic categories obtained from DBpedia,
IMDb and our self-defined categories into a handful set of semantic classes that permits
us to present a meaningful discussion. Note that for this process we have used as ref-
erence the 18 classes defined in [49]. Indeed, the 18 classes defined in [49] can be easily
merged into the 9 classes resulting from our process (with the exception of hashtags).
We have decided to define a smaller number of classes because using 18 classes results
in few of them being scarcely populated.
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Table 4.2 lists the defined semantic classes and, for each class, presents the most im-
portant categories along with its original source (i.e., DBpedia, IMDb or self-defined
categories). In particular, we use the following preference order in our semantic classi-
fication process for a given TT: we first try to classify it using DBpedia in a semantic
category and class. If DBpedia fails we use IMDb and in case it also fails we use our
Self-defined categories. Those topics that are not classified after these three steps are
added to the Unclassified class. Finally, our manual inspection of the TTs within the
Unclassified class reveals that most of these topics correspond to complex sentences sim-
ilar to some hashtags but without the initial ’#’. Some examples are: ‘Tomorrow is
Friday’, ‘Bieber Fever Is Incurable’, ‘Ian Is Our Pride’, ‘M or P’ and ‘Lin is 6’. It can
be noticed that some of them are difficult to be semantically classified even for a human
being without the required context knowledge (e.g., ‘M or P’).
Performance Evaluation
We have used the described methodology to classify the TTs included in our datasets.
Table 4.3 summarizes the percentage of TTs that have been classified as well as those
that our tool is unable to classify for each analyzed country (Unclassified). The results
suggest that our tool is fairly efficient since it is able to automatically classify more than
90% of the TTs in the worst considered case (UK).
However, the effectiveness of a classification tool is not measured by the percentage of
resources that it is able to classify but the percentage that it is able to classify correctly.
In particular, we define two types of errors for our classification tool: (i) false positives
are those TTs that our tool assigns to a wrong class and (ii) false negatives are those
TTs that our tool was unable to classify but a human being would be able to classify in
any of the defined semantic classes.
The detection of false positives and negatives needs to be done manually. Note that this
is a common practice used in previous works [49, 50]. Conducting such an experiment
for all the TTs from our dataset is a very tedious and time consuming task. Therefore,
we have selected a random set of 1000 TTs and three different persons15 have manually
detected the false positives and negatives for this subset of TTs. Note that the differences
between the classification done by these three persons over the same random set varies
less than 1%. This suggests that the error introduced by human beings is negligible
and thus the result of the manual classification can be considered a good approximation
to the ground truth. In addition, sampling introduces an error in the proportion of
Trending Topics per category used during the validation with respect to the actual
15These three persons were not connected to our research project to guarantee the objectivity.
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indicates that the visibility offered by TTs in Toronto make them a valuable marketing
tool in this city.
4.9 Discussion
Despite Trending Topics are a well-know feature regularly exploited in the context of
marketing and advertisement, we still stand on preliminary ground in terms of under-
standing this tool. In this chapter we characterize the visibility of Trending Topics
across 35 countries. In particular, we present a measurement methodology along with
a methodology to thoroughly analyze the visibility of Trending Topics that we believe
can be of high value for experts of different disciplines in marketing and advertisement
contexts. The results obtained applying these methodologies indicate that, in gen-
eral, Trending Topics present a comparable visibility to other traditional advertisement
channels and thus they can be considered a useful tool in marketing and advertisement
contexts. However, the high variability on the visibility offered by Trending Topics
across (and within) countries suggests that we should apply the described methodology
to obtain accurate results for each specific case.
Chapter 5
Collective Advertising:
Information Flow
5.1 Motivation
Online social media has recently irrupted as the last major venue for the propagation of
news and cultural content, competing with traditional mass media and allowing citizens
to access new sources of information. In this chapter, we study collectively filtered news
and popular content in Twitter, known as Trending Topics (TTs), to quantify the extent
to which they show similar biases known for mass media. We use two datasets collected
in 2013 and 2014, including more than 300.000 TTs from 62 countries. The existing
patterns of leader-follower relationships among countries reveal systemic biases known
for mass media: Countries concentrate their attention to small groups of other countries,
generating a pattern of centralization in which TTs follow the gradient of wealth across
countries. At the same time, we find subjective biases within language communities
linked to the cultural similarity of countries, in which countries with closer cultures and
shared languages tend to follow each others’ TTs. Moreover, using a novel methodology
based on the Google News service, we study the influence of mass media in TTs for four
countries. We find that roughly half of the TTs in Twitter overlap with news reported
by mass media, and that the rest of TTs are more likely to spread internationally within
Twitter. Our results confirm that online social media have the power to independently
spread content beyond mass media, but at the same time social media content follows
economic incentives and is subject to cultural factors and language barriers.
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5.2 Introduction
In a formal sense, we analyze collective information filters, which contain selected infor-
mation of temporal relevance that gains special visibility in a centralized communication
channel [116]. While the datasources for mass media are defined by newspapers, mag-
azines, and television programs, such content in online social media appears in link
sharing communities, like Reddit [117], and aggregation mechanisms in microblogging
platforms. In this chapter, we focus on Twitter Trending Topics (TTs), which serve as
a global filtering mechanism for Twitter users to select which content is relevant and
when. This way, TTs serve as a centralized channel of communication from many to
many, serving the purpose of central media within Twitter due to the public interest,
temporal component, and global reach of TTs through the Twitter interface. We present
our study of media biases in TTs in two large-scale datasets from 2013 and 2014, de-
tecting temporal patterns of TT appearance that reveal the network of media influence
across countries. Based on that network, we perform a confirmatory analysis to test sys-
temic and subjective biases in social media, and an exploratory analysis on the relation
between TTs and mass media.
5.3 Materials and Methods
5.3.1 Data on Trending Topics
We gathered a dataset of Local TTs in Twitter: Phrases or words that appear in Twitter
at a much higher frequency than the rest in a certain country during a short period of
time. Local TTs serve as crowdsourced aggregators of recent topics of high relevance and
popularity, filtering the activity of a country through a centralized channel of tempo-
rally relevant information. Among the information provided by its REST API, Twitter
provides the list of 10 Local TTs at query time in a given location (e.g., a country). We
retrieved the list of TTs at all the available countries in an automated fashion, gathering
the list of Local TTs for each country every 5 minutes, which is the interval used by
Twitter to update the list of TTs [118].
We executed our retrieval software in two study periods: February 20th to May 20th,
2013 and April 14th to July 4th, 2014. During each study period, we collected infor-
mation on all available countries with Local TTs provided by the API, which amounts
to 35 countries in the first period and 62 countries1 in the second one (including the 35
1Countries in Twitter are identified by their ISO-3166 codes. Note that we treat the US territory of
Puerto Rico as a country to be consistent with the Twitter API.
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previous ones). The first study period produced a dataset of more than 112.000 Local
TTs and the second period a set of more than 188.000 TTs. We refer to these datasets
as TT-2013 and TT-2014, respectively, and are publicly available at [119]. Finally, it
is worth noting that our data collection methodology is compliant with Twitter’s terms
of Use and Service2. Moreover, since we are able to collect all TTs for every available
country at a rate equal to the TTs’ update interval configured by Twitter, we conclude
that there is no bias in the obtained results due to the data collection methodology.
5.3.2 Data on demographic, economic, and cultural factors
For each of the 62 countries, we collect a dataset to quantify variables that are subject to
induced biases in the appearance of TTs. We measure the wealth of a country through
its GDP using purchasing power parity rates as reported by the World Bank statistics of
20103. We also obtain the most recent directed migration statistics (from 2000) between
each pair of countries from the World Bank database. For each country, we set its
timezone as the UTC offset in winter time of the largest city as reported by Wikipedia.
Furthermore, we also extract from Wikipedia a list of official and national languages in
each country.
We quantify the culture of each country c using the four principal cultural dimensions of
Hofstede’s model [52]: power distance pc, individualism ic, masculinity mc, and uncer-
tainty avoidance uc. Our intention applying Hofstede’s dimensions is not to explore the
role of any particular aspect of culture, but to quantify the distance between cultures as
an aggregate of the differences in the shared values of two societies. While some coun-
tries are not included in Hofstede’s dataset, 31 countries from TT-2013 and 43 countries
from TT-2014 are present.
5.3.3 Detecting mass media influence in Twitter
We developed a method to determine if a TT appearing in country c at a given date d
is related to content reported in traditional mass media (e.g., a newspaper). If a TT is
related to at least one mass media item in the country c during a time window of d±N
days, we consider the TT as External, and Internal to Twitter if it did not appear in
mass media. We use Google News to detect if a TT is reported in the mass media of the
country, querying for certain terms related to the TT for the interval of N days before
and after the TT emerged. We apply this method to the TTs of four countries (US, ES,
2https://twitter.com/tos https://dev.twitter.com/overview/terms/agreement-and-policy
3Data on purchasing power parity from Argentina during the study period is not available in the
World Bank.
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CA and GB) collected over a period of time of 1 month between April and May, 2014.
Furthermore, we consider a time window of 5 days (N = 2) around the appearance of
the TT.
For a given TT, our method is divided into a pre-processing phase to translate the TT
into an appropriate format to query the Google News service, and a search phase in
which the Google News service seeks for news including the words forming our TT.
The pre-processing phase is divided into two steps. First, (when required) we trans-
form the TT in a set of meaningful words. For instance a TT “#BarackObamaIn-
NewYork” would be transformed into “Barack Obama In New York” (the # is removed
and the words forming the TT are properly separated). Second, we filter all the words
contained in the lexicon of the top 1000 most frequent words of the language of the
country, constructing a set of terms to query without common words that can easily
produce false positives. If all the words in the TT are included in the most frequent
lexicon, that TT is automatically filtered out in this phase.
In the search phase we access the Google News service with the following information:
(i) we query for the keyword(s) produced by the pre-processing phase; (ii) a filter on
a specific media outlet depending on the country as explained below; and (iii) a time
window to perform the search. Specifically, we configure the search of Google News to
only consider news pieces that were produced within the designated period, and to look
for the keyword(s) in headline and the body of the articles. Therefore, if the result of
the search phase includes at least one piece of news, we classify the associated TT as
External (i.e., reported in Twitter and mass media), and categorize the TT as Internal
(i.e., exclusively reported in Twitter) otherwise. Moreover, we also record the earliest
date of the news returned by Google News for each External TT. We acknowledge that
the proposed methodology may produce some miss-classifications. For instance, a TT
#BarackObamaInNewYork would be classified as external if a news piece with a headline
‘Barack Obama’s administration passes a new Education bill’ appears in the considered
time interval (d±N days). Despite both events are different, both of them present the
common words ‘Barack Obama’. To the best of the authors knowledge there is not an
available ground truth dataset that would allow to validate our methodology. In the
absence of such ground truth, we provide an initial validation of our method through a
qualitative pull-out [27] using a random set of 1000 TTs from Spain. An independent
rater (a student not taking any other part on this research) was instructed to indicate
whether the semantic content of the word(s) of a TT describes current news or not (e.g.,
in the case of including exclusively very common words). Therefore, those TTs classified
by the rater as not news should be filtered out by our algorithm in the pre-processing
phase. The result of this pull-out is that 96% of the considered TTs are equally classified
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by the rater and our method. A χ2 test on this result shows that the 95% confidence
interval of the accuracy of our method is [0.945, 0.971], and thus it is safe to assume that
our method accurately filters out those not newsworthy TTs during the pre-processing
phase.
We have applied the described method to the TTs of four countries (US, ES, CA and
GB) collected over a period of time of 1 month between April and May, 2014. This
includes 5297, 2598, 2385 and 4598 TTs from US, ES, CA and GB respectively. When
accessing the Google News service, we focus on the online versions of three large news
papers of each country4. Note that considering all indexed media by Google News in
a country would generate significant noise (e.g., blogs that report the list of Trending
Topics) in our results. Instead, the online version of main newspapers provide a broad
coverage of different type of news (breaking news, politics, sports, society, science, etc)
and at the same time are quite dynamic venues that rapidly report any major event
happening. Therefore, they are an appropriate venue to identify the most relevant news
in a country. Finally, we filtered news reporting for a time window of 5 days around
the appearance of the TT, and repeated the same detection technique for a window of
7 days, obtaining very similar results due to the breaking nature of news.
5.4 Results
5.4.1 Leader-Follower structures
The temporal sequence of appearance of Local TTs allows us to analyze the structure
of leader-follower relationships among countries in Twitter. This type of relationship
constitutes a media bias in which the temporal patterns of news and popular content are
a manifestation of an alignment of incentives, rather than a causal relationship. Herman
and Chomsky detail this kind of bias in their Propaganda model [29], operationalizing
it as a sourcing filter in which some sources are overlooked, distorting the information
presented to the public. Thus, leader-follower relationships can appear without a hidden
power that manipulates media outlets in different countries; they can be the product of
a set of shared interests that create ordered patterns where content originates and where
it is consumed afterwards.
We detect leader-follower relationships among countries through the ordering of the
appearance of Local TTs. If such relationship exists, there will be a tendency for Local
4New York Times, Washington Post and USA Today for US. El Pais, El Mundo and ABC for ES.
The Globe And Mail, National Post and Vancouver Sun for CA. Telegraph.co.uk, The Guardian and
The Independent for GB.
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appearances, we fit power-law and exponential distributions through maximum likeli-
hood and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov criterion [125] (see more details in Table 5.1). The
resulting theoretical distributions are plotted in Figure 5.1, suggesting that a power-law
fit is better than the exponential alternative. Log likelihood ratio tests [126] between
the exponential and power-law models give significant estimates of 198.22 (TT-2013)
and 293.03 (TT-2014), providing very strong support to reject the independent events
hypothesis, in favor of the hypothesis that the appearance of TTs follows a correlated
process. We further test this conclusion by shuffling the TTs coocurrence data, permut-
ing the timestamps of appearance of each TT in leader and follower countries. This
way, we randomize the pairs, but keep the empirical properties of the distributions of
TT appearance in each country. The probability of finding a short interval between
the appearance of TTs in this ancillary dataset are much lower than in the empirical
distribution, as shown in the left panel of Figure 5.1. Furthermore power-law fits fail
in comparison to exponential fits, allowing us to conclude that the empirical shape of
P (∆t) is far from random.
The exponent of the fits are αTT−2013 = 1.00005 ± 10−6 and αTT−2014 = 1.004 ± 10−5,
indicating that the process of TTs appearance is not due to exogenous factors but de-
pends on leader-follower relationships with finite queues [121]. This also indicates that
countries have strong limitations in their capacity to adopt TTs in comparison to how
many are generated in the rest of the world. However, note that these correlations are
not observable at all timescales, as the power-law distributions are fit above a minimum
value of ∆t. The right panel of Figure 5.1 shows the Kolmogorov-Smirnov estimate (KS)
for a set of minimum values, revealing that the minimum for TT-2013 and TT-2014 are
3 and 5 minutes, respectively. This means that correlations at a timescale smaller than
3 minutes cannot be observed in any of our datasets, and that between 3 and 5 min-
utes the results are inconsistent. Thus, we take 5 minutes as a minimum criterion to
deduce the manifestation of a leader-follower relation. This coincides with our sampling
frequency, allowing us to remove from the data those cooccurrences for which we do not
have sufficient evidence to consider them product of a leader-follower process.
We quantify the tendency for country Cf to follow country Cl through the amount of
TTs that appeared in Cf at least 5 minutes after they appeared in Cl. When applied to
every pair of countries in our dataset, these counts define a weighted, directed network
in which nodes are countries and links have weights corresponding to the number of
TTs that appeared in the leader-follower relationship. We refer to this graph, shown in
Figure 5.3 for TT-2013 and TT-2014, as the International Structure of TTs. Finally, we
refer to the countries in which a given TT appears in the first ∆t (i.e., 5 minutes) after
the surge of a TT as sources since based on our model they cannot be followers of any
other country for this TT.
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Figure 5.2: Heterogeneity in TT sharing behaviour. Boxplots of the number
of shared TTs (A), the fraction of non-shared TTs (B) and the source ratio (C) for
the countries in both TT-2013 and TT-2014 datasets. Red lines show median, boxes
25 and 75 percentiles, bars represent 1.5 times the interquartile range, and outliers are
marked.
5.4.2 Heterogeneity in sharing behaviour
For each country in our TT-2013 and TT-2014 datasets, we computed the total number
of associated TTs as well as its break down into those that remain local within the
country (i.e., are not shared with other countries) and those shared with at least another
country. These metrics allow us to understand how much individual countries share TTs
internationally. In addition, a critical aspect to define the importance of a country is
its capacity to generate TTs that are afterwards consumed by others. According to
our leader-follower model, this happens when a country is a source for a TT that is
afterwards consumed by others. To characterize the bias of countries towards generating
or consuming TTs we compute the Source Ratio (SR) as the ratio between the number
of TTs in which the country acts as a source and the number of TTs in which it is not
a source but a consumer.
Figure 5.2 presents the distribution of the following three metrics across the countries
represented in TT-2013 and TT-2014 in the form of a boxplot: (i) total number of
shared TTs, (ii) fraction of non-shared TTs and (iii) SR. Overall, in both datasets we
observe a significant heterogeneity across the three metrics. For instance, in the case
of TT-2014, the interquartile range and the max-min difference for each metric are: (i)
871 and 5832, for the number of shared TTs, (ii) 28.69% and 80.37%, for the fraction
of non-shared TTs, and (iii) 0.17 and 1.25, for the SR. Note that, as Figure 5.2 shows,
the results are similar for TT-2013.
As seen before, the TTs of a country can be divided in those that stay local in the country
(non-shared TTs) versus those that are shared. Furthermore, among the shared TTs,
each country might act as a source if it is among the first set of countries in which the TT
appeared, thus leading some following countries and contributing to the corresponding
links in the network of Figure 5.3.
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5.4.3 Systemic and subjective biases of leader-follower relations
We empirically test the coexistence of subjective and systemic biases in the international
coverage of TTs at the link level, using our TTs datasets. We follow a regression model
similar to the ones previously applied to the analysis of mass media [58, 59], including
geographic, demographic, economic, and cultural aspects of the involved countries.
Subjective biases would manifest as a stronger leader-follower relationship measured as
the amount of TTxy (i.e., TTs in which country y follows country x), when countries
x and y have similar cultures. In this analysis, clearly the dependent variable is TTxy,
which is hypothesized to depend on other factors of the countries involved. We measure
the euclidean distance in cultural space as Cxy =
√∑
v∈D (vx − vy)2, where D is the
set of cultural dimensions in Hofstede’s model and vx is the value of dimension v for
country x as explained in the Data and Methods Section. If the propaganda model
holds, systemic biases will increase the leadership of countries with high GDP towards
countries with lower GDP, and thus the strength of leader-follower relationships will
depend on the GDP difference Gxy = GDPx−GDPy. Furthermore, systemic biases are
hypothesized to reach beyond linguistic barriers, in comparison to subjective biases that
should depend on shared languages. We quantify linguistic barriers through a binary
variable Lxy that takes the value 1 if two countries share an official or national language,
and 0 otherwise.
We test the existence of subjective and systemic biases controlling for the effect of
timezones in our analysis. The fact that some countries start the day before others
is subject to have an effect in leader-follower relationships, creating an additional bias
in which leadership relationships tend to go from east to west. We include the time
difference between the largest cities of each country Txy, subtracting the timezone of y
from the timezone of x, and converting it to a 12 hour basis. In addition, demographic
factors also have the potential to influence the international coverage of TTs, where
migration patterns might change the relevance of TTs depending on the migration from
leader to follower mxy and from follower to leader myx.
We fit a linear regression model with an interaction effect on language as:
TTxy = I + aemxy + bemyx + ceTxy + deGxy + eeCxy
+Lxy (f + aimxy + bimyx + ciTxy + diGxy + eiCxy) (5.1)
The above model is a combination of two linear models, one that holds for all pairs of
countries regardless of their common languages, in which biases are external to language
barriers and are quantified by ae, be, ce, de, ee. The second part of the model holds only
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Table 5.2: Regression results of TT model for TT-2013 and TT-2014
2013 2014
I −0.17 (0.04)··· −0.13 (0.02)···
ae 0.21 (0.11) 0.16 (0.06)·
be 0.00 (0.10) 0.17 (0.06)··
ce −0.04 (0.03) −0.04 (0.02)
de 0.39 (0.05)··· 0.24 (0.03)···
ee −0.03 (0.04) −0.06 (0.02)·
f 0.53 (0.07)··· 0.45 (0.05)···
ai −0.14 (0.12) −0.04 (0.07)
bi 0.15 (0.10) 0.03 (0.06)
ci 0.20 (0.07)·· 0.05 (0.05)
di −0.15 (0.07)· −0.06 (0.05)
ei −0.40 (0.07)··· −0.38 (0.05)···
R2 0.26 0.22
Adj. R2 0.25 0.22
Num. obs. 870 1722
···p < 0.001, ··p < 0.01, ·p < 0.05
when countries have some language in common (Lxy = 1), and represents the additional
biases internal to language barriers ai, bi, ci, di, ei. The intercept of the second part
of the model (f) is a constant factor that is only present when Lxy = 1, and quantifies
the height of the language barrier in comparison to the constant intercept I. Thus, f
measures the bias in TTs that can be attributed only to the fact that two countries share
a language. To be able to compare datasets, we renormalized all variables and filtered
out countries without values in Hofstede’s dataset, analyzing a total of 870 pairs from
TT-2013 and 1722 pairs from TT-2014.
Table 5.2 shows the regression results for the above model on the TT-2013 and TT-2014
datasets. The estimate of de is positive and significant for both datasets, showing the
existence of a systemic bias that depends on the economy regardless of language barriers.
In line with our theoretical argumentation, this suggests that TTs follow the gradient
of wealth: TTs created in rich and big countries are more likely to appear in follower
countries with less wealth and power. This bias has been also reported for the coverage
of traditional news over mass media [130, 131]. We do not find evidence of an additional
effect of this GDP bias internally to language communities (the estimates of di are much
smaller than de or not significant), indicating that the systemic bias is indeed global
and not influenced by language. The size effect of the GDP difference is relatively large,
being the strongest effect present in the case when countries do not share a language.
Migration effects do not provide consistent results, only showing some positive effect for
the migration from follower to leader in TT-2014. We attribute this result to the larger
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is External in any of the two countries, the sharing process may have occurred through
either mass media or Twitter. Then, to be conservative, we consider that this TT was
shared through external media in this case. Based on these considerations, Figure 5.6 C
shows the conditional probability that a TT classified as Internal (External) is shared
between countries within Twitter (through mass media). We confirm that, for the four
analyzed countries, TTs are more likely to be shared internally. Indeed, the probability of
being shared internally is 50-100% proportionally higher than externally. In conclusion,
the flow of TTs between countries is mainly formed by internal content generated in
Twitter rather than news of interest to traditional mass media.
To conclude our analysis, we compare the surging dates of External TTs and their
associated news in mass media to check in which communication venue overlapping
news are (typically) reported earlier5. Specifically, we have computed the difference in
number of days between the appearance date of every external TT and its associated
piece of news in online newspapers in the four considered countries. Note that the
difference ranges between ± 2 days from the appearance date of the TT since this is the
window time that we have configured to query the Google News service. Figure 5.6 D
shows the percentage of news that surged two days before, one day before, the same day,
one day after and two days after in traditional media than in Twitter. More than 50%
of the external TTs are reported earlier in Twitter than in the online edition of main
newspapers whereas less than 10% of the news appeared earlier in those newspapers,
and the rest appeared the same day in both channels.
5.5 Discussion
We showed how news in social media manifest through Local TTs in Twitter, analyzing
two alternative large-scale datasets of TTs in different countries. We validated our
analysis of the leader-follower relationships between countries testing the hypothesis
of priority processes in queue systems [120, 121], finding a power-law distribution of
delay times between the appearance of TTs. This finding conveys knowledge about the
dynamics of how TTs travel across countries, in an analogous manner as how power-
law degree distributions reveal dynamics of preferential attachment or edge copying
mechanisms [133]. Applying the statistical physics of priority processes has potential
applications to the analysis of communication dynamics in other online communities,
from dialogues to collective reactions.
5Note that we are not considering individual tweets but TTs. It seems likely that an individual
tweet may capture an event before it is reported in online traditional media. However, when that event
becomes a TT it has the entity of a piece of news that has attracted the attention of a large number of
people. We are interested in understanding if this happens before or after the event has been reported
in mass media.
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Leader-follower relationships among countries reveal patterns of heterogeneity in sharing
activity as well as concentration of attention, allowing us to test hypotheses inspired in
mass media about the role of economic and social factors [29, 56, 57]. We found that
content in social media, similarly to mass media, follows the gradient of wealth from rich
to poor countries. Our combination of data about TTs with Hofstede’s quantification
of culture [52] contributes to the wider scientific field of online ethnography [134]. Our
results resonate with works about the online manifestation of cultural traits [54, 135,
136], unemployment [137], and economic inequality [138]. Similarly as how our analysis
of TTs showed how information in social media can cross international borders, the
analysis of digital traces has the potential to explain many other individual and collective
aspects of human behaviour.
To analyze the role of mass media in reported TTs, we designed a method to match
TTs to news in mass media close to the TT appearance. Using this method, we found
that internal TTs are much more likely to manifest around a hashtag, which serves as a
symbol to centralize communication in the absence of important mass media channels.
This method also allowed us to statistically control for mass media in how TTs are
shared across countries, revealing that external TTs are less likely to cross country
borders in Twitter than those TTs that were not considered newsworthy by mass media.
Further applications of this tool have the potential to enhance the analysis of dynamic
collective response patterns in Twitter [132], allowing the measurement of reach and
social interaction around news channels.
In this context, Kwak et al. [44] analyzed the overlapping between TTs and mass media
news in 2009. First, the authors confirm the condition of breaking news of TTs. Fur-
thermore, they compare news coverage by World Wide Twitter TTs with Hot Topics
from Google Trends and headlines of CNN news concluding that CNN was ahead in
reporting. Our explorative analysis suggests that this situation has been reversed in
the last years, and now Twitter seems to be ahead mass media, at least for the part in
which TTs overlap with traditional news channels. Roughly half of TTs overlap with
news reported by mass media indicating an important interaction between both venues.
Despite this high interaction and the common systemic biases in the international cov-
erage of mass media news and TTs, the major fraction of TTs shared across countries
in Twitter correspond to events not reported by major mass media.
We showed how news in social media manifest through Local TTs in Twitter, analyzing
two alternative large-scale datasets of TTs in different countries. We validated our
analysis of the leader-follower relationships between countries testing the hypothesis
of priority processes in queue systems [120, 121], finding a power-law distribution of
delay times between the appearance of TTs. This finding conveys knowledge about the
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dynamics of how TTs travel across countries, in an analogous manner as how power-
law degree distributions reveal dynamics of preferential attachment or edge copying
mechanisms [133].

Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
Defining new methodologies to understand fundamental aspects of the Online Ad-
vertising has a key importance due to the relevance to the economy and the society.
In this thesis, we provide novel methodologies to improve our knowledge on the ad-
vertising ecosystem providing transparency and a better understanding of the use of
personal information in individual advertising and also, the impact of new collective
advertising services (e.g. Trending Topics).
First, we have designed a methodology to understand the use of personal information in
individual target advertising by analyzing Online Behavioural Advertising (OBA). Sec-
ond, we have defined a methodology and representative metrics to measure and analyze
the impact and the visibility that new services, such as Trending Topics, offer to the col-
lective advertising. In addition, using the aforomentioned metrics we compare this new
online collective services with the traditional mass media. Finally, to complement our
analysis of collective advertising we have define a methodology to study the information
propagation of marketing pieces, Trending Topics, in Online Social Networks.
More in detail, our analysis of the individual and collective adversing reveal the following
contributions and insights:
(i) We present a methodology to identify and quantify the presence of OBA in online
advertising. We have implemented the methodology into a scalable system and run ex-
periments covering a large part of the entire spectrum of definitions, metrics, sources,
filters, etc that allows us to derive conclusions whose generality is guaranteed. In par-
ticular, our results reveal that OBA is a technique commonly used in online advertising.
Moreover, our analysis using more than 50 trained personas suggests that the volume
of OBA ads received by a user varies depending on the economical value associated
to the behaviour/interests of the user. More importantly, our experiments reveal that
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the online advertising market targets behavioural traits associated to sensitive topics
(health, politics or sexuality) despite the existing legislation against it, for instance, in
Europe. Finally, our analysis indicates that there is no significant geographical bias in
the application of OBA and that do-not-track seems to not be enforced by publishers
and aggregators and thus it does not affect OBA. These essential findings pave a solid
ground to continue the research in this area and improve our still vague knowledge on
the intrinsic aspects of the online advertising ecosystem.
(ii) Despite Trending Topics are a well-know feature regularly exploited in the context
of marketing and advertisement, we still stand on preliminary ground in terms of un-
derstanding this tool. In this chapter we characterize the visibility of Trending Topics
across 35 countries. In particular, we present a measurement methodology along with
a methodology to thoroughly analyze the visibility of Trending Topics that we believe
can be of high value for experts of different disciplines in marketing and advertisement
contexts. The results obtained applying these methodologies indicate that, in gen-
eral, Trending Topics present a comparable visibility to other traditional advertisement
channels and thus they can be considered a useful tool in marketing and advertisement
contexts. However, the high variability on the visibility offered by Trending Topics
across (and within) countries suggests that we should apply the described methodology
to obtain accurate results for each specific case.
In the case of the information propagation in social networks the most important results
obtained are:
(iii) We show how content in social media can break international borders through
Twitter TTs, revealing that Twitter is used as an alternative communication channel
with respect to mass media. On the other hand, we found significant biases with respect
to economic, demographic, and cultural factors. This portrays Twitter as a mixed and
multipurpose community, in which content can flow without constraints, but also in
which mass media have a strong influence and in which economic and cultural factors
bias the flow of content.
Additionally, to analyze the role of mass media in reported TTs, we designed a method
to match TTs to news in mass media close to the TT appearance. Using this method,
we found that internal TTs are much more likely to manifest around a hashtag, which
serves as a symbol to centralize communication in the absence of important mass media
channels. This method also allowed us to statistically control for mass media in how TTs
are shared across countries, revealing that external TTs are less likely to cross country
borders in Twitter than those TTs that were not considered newsworthy by mass media.
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As future work we plan to extend the methodology for the analysis of individual ad-
vertising allowing more configurations and including new metrics. Also, running exper-
iments with data from real users is also our goal. In addition, we plan to analyze the
impact of others collective Online Social Networks (e.g. Facebook) to provide a bet-
ter understanding of the visibility it offers in terms of advertising and compare it with
Twitter and traditional mass media.
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